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1
Adolf loos 1870-1933
Early table clock, circa 1900
Copper-plated brass, brass, steel, beveled crystal.
21 3/8 x 16 1/4 x 10 1/4 in. (54.3 x 41.3 x 26 cm)
Case probably produced by Johannes Heeg, Vienna. Reverse of face painted
later with 15.12.911. Together with its double-end case and clock key.
Estimate $100,000-150,000
provenance
House of Decorative Arts, London
Courtney Ross-Holst, New York
Acquired from the above by the present owner, 2004
exhibited
“Wien um 1900: Klimt, Schiele und ihre Zeit,” Sezon Museum of Modern
Art, Tokyo, 1989
“Adolf Loos,” Graphische Sammlung Albertina, Vienna, December 2,
1989-February 25, 1990
illustrated
Wien um 1900: Klimt, Schiele und ihre Zeit, exh. cat., Sezon Museum of
Modern Art, Tokyo, 1989, p. 399, cat. no. 577
Burkhardt Rukschio, ed., Adolf Loos, exh. cat., Graphische Sammlung
Albertina, Wien, 1989, p. 464, fg. 292
related examples
Burkhardt Rukschcio and Roland Schachel, Adolf Loos: Leben und Werk,
Vienna, 1982, pp. 44, 45
Siegfried Wichmann, Jugendstil Art Nouveau: Floral and Functional Forms,
Boston, 1984, p. 187
Torsten Bröhan and Thomas Berg, Design Classics 1890-1930, Cologne,
2001, p. 42
Renée Price, ed., New Worlds: German and Austrian Art 1890-1940, New
York, 2001, p. 422
Phillips would like to thank Dr. Paul Asenbaum and Dr. Burkhardt
Rukschcio for their assistance cataloguing the present lot.
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LOOS AND HIS CLOCKS
The great Austrian architect Adolf Loos was fanatical about accuracy and
precision. In his most celebrated work, Vienna’s multi-purpose Goldman &
Salatsch Building (1909-10), he meticulously calculated every visible detail,
as seen on his sketches for the commission. He celebrated economy—of
materials, of labor, and of time. Nothing should be wasted, he believed,
especially natural products. At the turn of the century, Loos designed
buildings which today remain aesthetically advanced models of durability.
He was most proud when a client later sent him unsolicited payment in
thanks for having designed an apartment that continued to serve so well
afer twenty-years of use. This act of gratitude, a welcome relief during the
lean years spent in Paris (1924-27), vindicated his philosophy.
In service to hygiene and to precision, major preoccupations of his, Loos
ofen installed two standard pieces of equipment in his commissions:
a handwashing facility near the entrance (at a time when Viennese
apartments rarely employed running water) and one or more clocks,
wherever they were needed. Watches and clocks of course were widely
used at the time. Loos most ofen installed the latter in the common
areas of a building, in keeping with tradition. He frst did so in 1897 for
the Austrian imperial tailor Ernst Ebenstein, whose haberdashery was
located on the prestigious Kohlmarkt in central Vienna. Loos’s frst table
clock enjoyed pride of place in the public entrance to his frst architectural
commission. Shortly thereafer he added a longcase foor clock to his
repertoire and later, at Goldman & Salatsch, a system of electric clocks
noted for telling time simultaneously and for not needing to be wound.
Well known is Loos’s imposing railway-station clock, which, afer the
building’s 1990 renovation, returned to its traditional position above the
main stairs and which displays equal time in four directions. Loos installed
a similar instrument for the Strasser family (1918-19), a conventional
high-precision pendulum clock that directs electric impulses to satellite
clocks throughout the house, the best known of which was an octogonal
example on the wardrobe wall near the washbasin at the main entrance.
The elaborate Strasser house installation was an exception, however, as
Loos usually equipped houses and apartments with single table clocks or
his foor clocks.

A common characteristic distinguishes Loos’s known clocks; they comprise
a metal case and crystal glazing on all sides. The dial door of each hinges
on the right and closes with a key inserted over a square stud (the sole
exception being the early Ebenstein clock). All of these instruments stand
on crystal-shaped feet, although one known example has ball feet, a later
alteration perhaps. Loos’s clocks are ftted with a pendulum movement
fxed to the rear glass by three to fve bolts according to type (fve in the
case of the taller foor models). Floor clocks are equipped with weights,
as opposed to the spring-driven table clocks with short pendulums. None
to my knowledge has a striking mechanism. Most clocks were executed
in brass, although rare examples appear in copper, as with the present
model. Metalworker Heeg produced some of Loos‘s cases, although it is
not known if he is responsible for all of them, as he did not sign his work.
Of interest is Loos‘s development of case shapes for clocks destined to sit
on mantles, tables, and other types of furniture. The earliest example, the
Ebenstein clock, has a pure rectangular form measuring 44 x 30 x 15 cm,
smaller than later models, and comprises a brass case, crystal glass, and
four bolts for mounting the movement, which was executed by Gustav
Becker of Silesia, a 19th-century watchmaker. The Ebenstein dial door
locks with a round knob on the lef-facing side. The roman numerals and
ornamented handles of the face are notably reminiscent of the late 19th
century. The crystal-shaped feet are mounted parallel to the main body,
while on all later models they turn diagonally to it. In addition, the brass
side rails of the case are straight, without canted corners, as on later
examples. Only the Ebenstein clock (and one wall clock) lack this element.
This rectangular case with canted corners was the standard model until
1906, at the latest, at which point Loos developed a new tapering form
for the clock in the Friedman apartment in Vienna. Other elements—
numerals, hands, face, canted corners, feet placement—remained as they
were in previous years.
The rectangular case of the present clock positions it prior to 1906, and its
face and dimensions plead for 1900. The date painted on the reverse of its
face—15.12.911, or December 15, 1911—would be a typical repair notation
of the period, as well as a common practice today. The present lot is a fne
and rare example of the few surviving clocks designed by Adolf Loos.

BURKHARDT RUKSCHCIO
Sainte-Maxime, November 2014
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“Absence of ornament is not absence of attraction,
but works as a new attraction, it animates.” ADOLF LOOS

The present lot’s period double-end key.
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2
Carlo Mollino 1905-1973
Important side chair, designed for Carlo Mollino’s ofce
at the Facoltà di Architettura, Politecnico di Torino, 1959
Painted beech, painted brass.
37 3/8 x 14 3/4 x 20 1/8 in. (94.9 x 37.5 x 51.1 cm)
Produced by Apelli & Varesio, Italy.
From the production of 2 black-painted chairs.
Estimate $200,000-300,000
provenance
Carlo Mollino, Villa Scalero, Turin, 1959
Fulvio Ferrari, Turin
Galerie Denys Bosselet, Paris
Marc-André Hubin, Avenue Foch, Paris, 1986
Mara Cremniter, Paris
Barry Friedman Ltd., New York, 1994
Acquired from the above by the present owner, 1997
exhibited
“Carlo Mollino: Cronaca,” Galleria Fulvio Ferrari, Turin, October-December 1985
“Design Italian Style: Furniture by Carlo Mollino and Carlo Graf,” Barry Friedman
Ltd., New York, May 1-July 11, 1997
“George Nakashima and the Modernist Moment,” James A. Michener Art
Museum, Doylestown, Pennsylvania, June 9-September 16, 2001
selected illustrations
Fulvio Ferrari, Carlo Mollino: Cronaca, exh. cat., Galleria Fulvio Ferrari, Turin,
1985, p. 133, fgs. 221-22
Germano Celant, “Gaetano Pesce: Un appartamento a Parigi,” Domus, no. 681,
March 1987, p. 59
Roberto Gabetti and Fulvio Irace, Carlo Mollino 1905-1973, Turin, 1989, pp. 25, 37
François Burkhardt and Claude Eveno, eds., L’étrange univers de l’architecte Carlo
Mollino, exh. cat., Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris,1989, p. 34, p. 119
George Nakashima and the Modernist Moment, exh. cat., James A. Michener Art
Museum, Doylestown, 2001, p. 60
Giovanni Brino, Carlo Mollino: Architecture as Autobiography, Milan, 2005, p. 125
Fulvio Ferrari and Napoleone Ferrari, The Furniture of Carlo Mollino, New York,
2006, p. 48, fg. 61, p. 200, fgs. 413-14, p. 230
Fulvio Ferrari and Napoleone Ferrari, eds., Carlo Mollino: Arabesques, exh. cat.,
Galleria Civica d’Arte Moderna e Contemporanea, Milan, 2007, p. 263, fg. 102
The present lot is registered in the library of the Museo Casa Mollino, Turin, as
number CM414-1.
Phillips would like to thank Fulvio Ferrari and Napoleone Ferrari, Museo Casa
Mollino, Turin, and Barry Friedman, New York, for their assistance cataloguing
the present lot.
Mollino designed a set of eight side chairs for his ofce at the Turin Polytechnic’s
Faculty of Architecture, where he was a Director. Six chairs were produced
in a natural fnish, of which four remain at the Polytechnic, one is in a private
European collection, and the location of the sixth is unknown. Two other chairs,
originally painted black, never appeared at the Polytechnic. Mollino gifed one,
now in a private collection, to his friend and client Ada Minola. He installed the
other, the present lot, in 1959 in his Villa Scalero garconnière, a small apartment
where the chair served literally and fguratively as the support for many of his
Polaroids of subsequent years.
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SYNTHESIS
Through singular work, artists express themselves, with their inner
essence, and animate canvases, music, architecture, and even chairs,
ofering “poetry.”
What makes this object so special?
It is necessary to clarify that Mollino was not an industrial designer; he
was not interested in designing objects for industrial production, which
would require compromising the object in order to keep down production
costs, to allow for mass production, for packaging, and so forth. Mollino’s
furniture is unique and was expensively handmade by extraordinarily
talented cabinetmakers with a very specifc method, described by one of
his students:
“Mollino used to shape an idea and make a technical drawing,
specifying the construction method and adding notes on various
aspects. I used to pick up these drawings from his studio and with
Apelli convert it on a 1:1 scale on spolvero paper. Mollino used to come
(running like a fawn), to check, review, amend, and then approve or
redesign with a graphite pencil. Production was next. Hard times for
the crafsman...”1
With this chair, Mollino synthesized two diferent, apparently opposite,
aspects of making art: the romantic, for which “art is expression of a
feeling/emotion,” and the rational, according to which “the useful is

art.” This is the foundation of how Mollino works, a man who was able to
condense diferent worlds and to visualize things with a Zen heart.
As illustrated in the Polaroids which appear here, Mollino makes visible,
with an immediate photographic representation, how he intends the chair
to be a synthesis of the female body’s perfection of beauty and sensuality,
represented by the chair’s physiognomy, which alludes to the female
form. On the other hand this chair is formally perfect: it is well-planted to
the ground; the back is segmented to account for the human backbone;
and the seat, modeled to be as comfortable as possible, is functional and
ergonomic.
This chair embodies and testifes to the history of human tradition.
Mollino had a strong knowledge of ancient history and culture and was
able to penetrate to the essence of objects. It is from the Alps tradition
that Mollino deduced the structure of his chair: comparing this example
with a traditional 19th-century Alpine chair, from which Mollino took
his inspiration, it is clear that the two share the same height, the same
inclination to back and legs, the same simple and perfect technique used
to mount the back, the same seat and legs that give this chair an incredible
structure. It is a refned and functional elegance, the work of an engineer.
This particular example, which he personally owned, was burled and
fnished with black shellack typical of a piano bench, an ulterior expression
of a sort of “musicality” that, once again, transcends and unifes.

FULVIO FERRARI and NAPOLEONE FERRARI
Turin, November 2014

1

Pier Carlo Jorio in: Ferrari, The Furniture of Carlo Mollino, New York, 2006, p. 16
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“Everything is allowed, imagination is always saved.”

Carlo Mollino

Carlo Mollino, Untitled, Polaroid, 1960s, illustrating the present lot.
Courtesy Museo Casa Mollino .
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3
Jean Prouvé 1901-1984
Porthole panel, circa 1950
Aluminum, painted aluminum, plywood, glass.
91 x 41 x 2 in. (231.1 x 104.1 x 5.1 cm)
Manufactured by Les Ateliers Jean Prouvé, France.
Together with later display base.
Estimate $80,000-120,000
provenance
Galerie 54, Paris
Christie’s, New York, “Important 20th Century Decorative Art & Design,”
June 13, 2006, lot 132
Acquired from the above by the present owner
exhibited
“Prouvé # Aluminium,” Galerie 54, Paris, September 15-November 30, 2004
literature for both lots
Galeries Jousse Seguin and Galerie Enrico Navarra, Jean Prouvé, Paris,
1998, front and back cover, pp. 192-93 195-96, 200-201
Jean Prouvé # Aluminum, exh. cat., Galerie 54, Paris, 2004, illustrated n.p.
Peter Sulzer, Jean Prouvé Œuvre Complète/ Complete Works Volume 3:
1944-1954, Basel, 2005, p. 195
Galerie Patrick Seguin, Jean Prouvé, Paris, 2007, vol.1, p. 79-81, vol. 2, pp.
294, 529

4
Jean Prouvé 1901-1984
Porthole panel, circa 1950
Aluminum, painted aluminum, plywood, glass.
92 x 41 x 2 in. (233.7 x 104.1 x 5.1 cm)
Manufactured by Les Ateliers Jean Prouvé, France.
Together with later display base.
Estimate $80,000-120,000
provenance
Galerie 54, Paris
Christie’s, New York, “Important 20th Century Decorative Art & Design,”
June 13, 2006, lot 131
Acquired from the above by the present owner
exhibited
“Prouvé # Aluminium,” Galerie 54, Paris, September 15-November 30, 2004

Prouvé employed variations of porthole panels, among his most
recognizable motifs, along the façades of key architectural projects of
the early 1950s including the Maisons Tropicales, Congo; the Casino
de la Grande Côte, Royan; the Palais des Congrès, Royan; and his own
house in Nancy. A former colleague of Jean Prouvé reputedly acquired
the present two lots following the closing of the Ateliers Jean Prouvé,
Maxéville in the mid-1950s.
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“Never design anything that cannot be made.”

JeAN PRouvé

Casino de la Grand Côte, Royan, France, 1951. © 2014 Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York / ADAGP, Paris.

Palais des Congrés, Royan, France, 1954. © 2014 Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York / ADAGP, Paris.
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(reverse of lot 3)
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5
Carlo Mollino 1905-1973
Table, designed for Società Reale Mutua di Assicurazioni, Turin, 1946-1948
Nero Marquina marble, oak, brass.
30 1/8 x 46 3/8 x 31 in. (76.5 x 117.8 x 78.7 cm)
Produced by Apelli & Varesio, Italy.
Estimate $180,000-220,000
provenance
Società Reale Mutua di Assicurazioni, Turin
Private collection, Turin
Fulvio Ferrari, Turin
Galerie Ulrich Fiedler, Cologne
Acquired from the above by the present owner, 2003
literature
“Forme di mobile,” Domus, no. 238, September 1949, p. 12
Roberto Aloi, Esempi di Arredamento Moderno di Tutto il Mondo, Studi
Librerie Scrivanie, Milan, 1956, fg. 207
Giovanni Brino, Carlo Mollino: Architettura come Autobiografa, Milan,
1985, pp. 110, 113
Fulvio Ferrari, Carlo Mollino: Cronaca, exh. cat., Galleria Fulvio Ferrari,
Turin, 1985, p. 102, fgs. 161-62
Roberto Gabetti and Fulvio Irace, Carlo Mollino 1905-1973, Turin, 1989, pp.
214, 215
Rossella Colombari, Carlo Mollino Catalogo Dei Mobili – Furniture
Catalogue, Milan, 2005, p. 57
Fulvio Ferrari and Napoleone Ferrari, The Furniture of Carlo Mollino, New
York, 2006, p. 144, fg. 242, p. 145, fgs. 244-45
Luca Cerizza, Carlo Mollino: Maniera Moderna, Germany, 2012, pp. 215, 217
The present lot is registered in the library of the Museo Casa Mollino,
Turin, as number CM242-1.
Phillips would like to thank Fulvio Ferrari and Napoleone Ferrari, Museo
Casa Mollino, Turin, and Ulrich Fiedler, Berlin, for their assistance
cataloguing the present lot.
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Società Reale Mutua di Assicurazioni, Turin. Foto Berkialla Bressano, Courtesy Museo Casa Mollino.

Carlo Mollino’s technical drawing for the Società Reale Mutua di Assicurazioni table,
Courtesy Archivio Carlo Mollino, Biblioteca Centrale di Architettura, Politecnico di Torino.
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6
Serge Mouille 1922-1988
Set of three ceiling lights with “Casquette” shades, from the Atelier
Christian Dior infrmary, Paris, circa 1960
Painted aluminum, painted tubular steel, brass.
Each: 39 1/2 in. (100.3 cm) drop
Manufactured by Atelier Serge Mouille, France.
Estimate $70,000-90,000
provenance
Atelier Christian Dior, Avenue Montaigne, Paris
Galerie Patrick Seguin, Paris
Private collection, New York, acquired from the above, 2004
Phillips de Pury & Company, New York, “Design Masters,” December 11,
2012, lot 24
Acquired from the above by the present owner
literature
Francoise Giroud and Sacha van Dorssen, Christian Dior 1905-1957, Paris,
1987, p. 31
Pierre Émile Pralus, Serge Mouille: A French Classic, Saint Cyr au Mont
d’Or, 2006, p. 163
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7
AlvAr AAlto 1898-1976
Early “Paimio” armchair, model no. 41/83C, circa 1935
Birch-veneered molded plywood, bent birch.
25 x 23 2/4 x 33 1/4 in. (63.5 x 59.7 x 84.5 cm)
Manufactured by Oy Huonekalu-ja Rakennustyötehdas Ab, Turku, Finland.
Impressed with 1.
Estimate $20,000-30,000
provenance
Employee of Oy Huonekalu-ja Rakennustyötehdas Ab, Turku, Finland
Thence by descent through the Virta family
Jukka Murto, Helsinki
Galerie Dewindt, Brussels
Phillips, de Pury & Luxembourg, New York, “20-19th Century Design Art,”
December 11, 2002, lot 56
Acquired from the above by the present owner
literature
Juhani Pallasmaa, ed., Alvar Aalto furniture, exh. cat., Museum of Finnish
Architecture Finnish Society of Crafs and Design Artek, Helsinki, 1984,
back cover, pp. 76, 80, 88-89, 126
Peter Reed, ed., Alvar Aalto: Between Humanism and Materialism, exh.
cat., Museum of Modern Art, New York, 1998, pp. 164-65, 201
Pirkko Tuukkanen, ed., Alvar Aalto Designer, Vammala, 2002, pp. 18, 71, 165
Tuberculosis Sanatorium, Paimio: 1929-1933, exh. cat., Alvar Aalto
Museum, Jyväskylä, 2004, n.p. for period images
In thrall to the swaying curtains of the auroral arcs, Alvar Aalto looped and
fexed all his lines: the free-form edge of his Savoy vase, the undulating
ceiling of the Viipuri City Library, the foating walls of the Finnish Pavilion
at the 1939 World’s Fair, and the fuid form of his “Paimio” armchair, whose
closed arms are relieved by the open curves of its molded seat.
With the present model, originally designed as a lounge chair for the
Paimio Sanitorium (1931-1932), Aalto achieved new heights in his search to
“humanize architecture,” in this instance reputedly angling the seat back
to ease the breathing of tuberculosis patients. As Göran Schildt has stated,
Aalto considered his work for the Sanitorium to be an act of health care “in
which every architectural detail had a clinical function and formed part of
the treatment.” (Alvar Aalto: The Complete Catalogue, p. 67)
“Paimio” chairs are in the permanent collections of the Metropolitan
Museum of Art, the Museum of Modern Art, and the Philadelphia
Museum of Art.
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Why Mollino continues to seduce
Carlo Mollino (1905-73) is very much a product of the city from which he
came, that other North-Italian urban power house, Turin. With its wide
colonnaded streets, its grand piazzas, its marbled late 19th-century
gallerias and its once revolutionary Art Nouveau buildings, Turin would
have made a unique and compelling blueprint for any young man coming
of age there in the 1930s. The son of an engineer, Carlo Mollino was
schooled in the fundamentals of architecture and, having been formally
trained, joined his father’s thriving practice. What is exceptional about
Mollino and why, over forty years afer his death, he continues to be of
such singular interest to us, is that he took the essence of Art Nouveau,
Modernism, and Surrealism and created for himself an entirely new
language which he applied with virtuosity to the felds of architecture,
photography, and design. He is secure in his place as one of Italy’s greatest
20th-century artists.

The jewel of Mollino’s Turin is the apartment overlooking the river Po that
he created entirely for himself and where he photographed many of those
previously-mentioned women against a backdrop entirely of his making.
Now a museum, the Casa Mollino is part bachelor pad, part stage set, part
artist’s studio, but more than any of those it is fantasy made real. He was
able through his substantial commercial success as an architect, to indulge
and make real what would, for many of us, remain a day or nocturne
dream. We, as art lovers, are much the richer for its existence. This
apartment carefully preserved by Mollino’s greatest champion and scholar,
Fulvio Ferrari, is the artist’s masterpiece, because it brings together his
furniture, his photography and his design. Here the baroque, modernism,
and Mollinoism exist in quiet yet disturbing harmony. Anyone who visits
Turin (preferably in trufe season) should make an appointment to see
Casa Mollino.

I became interested in his work about eight years ago having frst
encountered it in Fulvio Ferrari’s sumptuous Carlo Mollino: Polaroids.
Those pictures taken in the sixties and seventies showed women nude,
partially nude, or overdressed, theatrically posed against a surrealist
backdrop of rattan, zebra skins, red velvet and lace. In some of the photos
his models sit on Mollino’s anthropomorphic chairs, their backs arched
to follow his sinuous and sensuous lines or naked from the waist down,
contrapposto and eyes to camera. These postcard sized images have a
painterly quality and a dramatic eye for composition that elevates them
far beyond their obvious eroticism. As I write, these Polaroids can be
seen both in Gagosian Gallery’s New York exhibition of them and in the
Musse D’Orsay’s staggering Marquis de Sade show, where Mollino’s
photographs hang next to works by Bellmer and Man Ray. His inclusion
as a photographer in such venues makes Mollino unique amongst Italy’s
furniture designers. Here is a man that applies his dark and compelling
aesthetic to diferent artistic practices. His chairs, Polaroid’s, and buildings
are very diferent and yet all undeniably Mollino.

Mollino is most famous and most revered not for his buildings but for his
furniture. Unlike other giants of 20th-century design, Jean Prouvé and
Gio Ponti, for example, nearly all of Mollino’s furniture was produced
for private commissions and was not put into production (the notable
exception being the cofee table in sculptured wood and glass, which he
made in 1950 for the American company J Singer.) The scarcity of Mollino’s
design has made it all the more desirable; we want what we cannot have,
as Mollino no doubt was keenly aware. Of the several hundred works
Mollino made, not one is a dud. Even those produced in larger volume—
for nightclubs, restaurants and auditoriums—are virtuoso expressions.
I’m thinking particularly of the polychrome chairs that he made for the
Lutrario ballroom in the late 50’s. This must have been one of the coolest
nightclubs in the world—alas it no longer stands. His masterpieces (some
of which can be seen in this catalogue) have a human quality which makes
them entirely unique in the panoply of 20th-century design. Here we
might have tables that bring to mind the curve of a woman’s back, a spine
of wood supporting a cut glass top, chairs that use all the materials in a
mid-century modernist palate but that have the organic curves that we
normally associate with Art Nouveau. Others are arachnine table tops
or seats supported by spindly or elongated legs. Material however, was
equally important to Mollino and the luxuriousness of these works may
account for Mollino’s reluctance to mass produce them. Polished bronze,
bent plywood, sculpted wood and lacquered surfaces are very much truer
to Italian furniture making of this period than they are to their French
equivalents, for example. Mollino’s furniture is utilitarian (indeed the
patina of them has been improved by use over the years). If any furniture
deserves the title of ‘design art’, it is his, for it goes far beyond its utility
and engages at once the body, the heart, and the head. In my book, this is
what defnes a masterpiece.

In Turin one gains a unique insight into Mollino’s architectural practice
and his disparate infuences. Alas, several of his buildings are no longer
standing; in Italy, as elsewhere, developers and planning authorities
are negligent of their recent cultural inheritance. Mollino’s fabulous
and decadent Teatro Regio (1965-73) is a masterpiece of a concert hall,
a cathedral of sumptuous red velvet with a vast crystalline chandelier
spanning nearly the entire surface of the concave ceiling. It is one of my
favorite buildings and brings together the traditions of Italianate operahouse design of the kind seen in Milan’s La Scala but is also completely
new and has about it something of a David Lynch flm. Elsewhere in Turin
you can see Mollino’s cantilevered chamber of commerce (1972). Here
we have Mollino completing a cutting-edge structure, an ambitious
engineering feat completed in the year before he died. When looking
at this icon of late modernism, it is remarkable to think its creator was a
major force in nearly every Italian and indeed international style of the
preceding years and that whilst his work of the 1930s and this late work
are separated stylistically and by nearly a half century, they are in terms of
sensibility clearly by the same master’s hand.

Here was a man born at the dawn of the 20th century, yet he still titillates,
moves, and challenges all who see his work. He is very much alive, perhaps
because his furniture so closely relates to the human body; we see
something of ourselves in it. So much design can be cold and unforgiving.
Here is the opposite; all of Mollino’s work is infused with the heat of
eroticism and with his own superhuman gifs.

OSCAR HUMPHRIES
Editor-in-chief and Publisher, The Art Book
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Carlo Mollino in the Bisiluro car designed by him for the 24-hour Le Mans competition, Turin, Spring 1955. Foto E. Invernizzi. Courtesy Museo Casa Mollino
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Carlo Mollino 1905-1973
Unique rolltop desk, for a private commission, Turin, 1949
Maple, maple-veneered wood, painted oak, brass.
40 7/8 x 41 1/8 x 33 1/2 in. (103.8 x 104.5 x 85.1 cm)
Produced by Apelli & Varesio, Italy. Interior of side panel with metal label
APELLI & VARESIO/MOBILI-ARREDAMENTI/AMBIENTAZIONI/Medaglia
Argento T8/Via C. Lombroso 19 BIS/TORINO tel. 62958.
Estimate $600,000-800,000
provenance
Private collection, Via Talucchi, Turin
Galleria Colombari, Turin, 1984
Galerie Denys Bosselet, Paris, 1984
Marc-André Hubin, Avenue Foch, Paris, 1986
Barry Friedman Ltd, New York
Acquired from the above by the present owner, 1997
exhibited
“1400-1984: Esempi di Design dall’Antico al Neomoderno,” Galleria
Colombari, Turin, 1984
“Carlo Mollino, Prémier Designer, Dernière Artisan des Années ‘50,”
Galerie Denys Bosselet, Paris, 1984
“Design Italian Style: Furniture by Carlo Mollino and Carlo Graf,” Barry
Friedman Ltd., New York, May 1 - July 11, 1997
“George Nakashima and the Modernist Moment,” James A. Michener Art
Museum, Doylestown, Pennsylvania, June 9-September 16, 2001
“Carlo Mollino: Arabesques,” Galleria Civica d’Arte Moderna e
Contemporanea, Turin, September 20, 2006-January 7, 2007
illustrated
“Forme di mobile,” Domus, no. 238, September 1949, p. 10
Galerie Denys Bosselet, Carlo Mollino, Prémier Designer, Dernière Artisan
des Années ‘50, Paris, 1984, n.p.
Giovanni Brino, Carlo Mollino: Architettura come Autobiografa, Turin,
1985, p. 131
Germano Celant, “Gaetano Pesce: Un appartamento a Parigi,” Domus, no.
681, March 1987, pp. 54, 57-59
France Vanlaethem, Gaetano Pesce, Architecture Design Art, Milan, 1989, p. 95
George Nakashima and the Modernist Moment, exh. cat., James A.
Michener Art Museum, Doylestown, 2001, p. 61
Giovanni Brino, Carlo Mollino: Architecture as Autobiography, Milan,
2005, p. 35, fg. 51
Rossella Colombari, Carlo Mollino Catalogo Del Mobili – Furniture
Catalogue, Milan, 2005, p. 47, fg. 70
Fulvio Ferrari and Napoleone Ferrari, The Furniture of Carlo Mollino, New
York, 2006, pp. 105, 224
Fulvio Ferrari and Napoleone Ferrari, eds., Carlo Mollino: Arabesques,
exh. cat., Galleria Civica d’Arte Moderna e Contemporanea, Milan, 2007,
illustrated p. 103, fg. 161, p. 224
The present lot is registered in the library of the Museo Casa Mollino,
Turin, as number CM120-1.
Phillips would like to thank Fulvio Ferrari and Napoleone Ferrari, Museo
Casa Mollino, Turin, Rossella Colombari, Galleria Colombari, Milan, and
Barry Friedman, New York, for their assistance cataloguing the present lot.
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“So I will be nature — not nature in the literal sense, but in the sense of
my spirit — and I will follow my own interior rules to originate forms in an
absolute naturalness, and thus freedom.” Carlo Mollino

Carlo Mollino’s technical drawing for the rolltop desk, Courtesy Museo Casa Mollino.

The present unique desk, distinguished by its retractable tambour and
folding side panels, was designed by Carlo Mollino and produced by apelli
& Varesio in 1949, a few years afer production of a larger precursor for
Mollino House (M3), the studio, or “composite room”, as Fulvio Ferrari has
stated, where Mollino installed individual pieces of furniture from 1946.
The present lot, an improvement on that earlier desk, was likely produced
for a now-unknown private commission in Via Talucchi, Turin.
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AlvAr AAlto 1898-1976
“Aalto” vase, model no. 9750, from the “Eskimoerindens skinnbuxa”
sketch series, designed 1936, produced 1937-1949
Mold-blown “Azure” glass.
5 1/2 in. (14 cm) high
Produced at the Karhula Glassworks by Karhula-Iittala, Finland.
Estimate $18,000-24,000
provenance
Jacksons, Stockholm
Phillips de Pury & Luxembourg, New York, “20-19th Century Design Art,”
December 11, 2002, lot 50
Acquired from the above by the present owner
literature
Alvar and Aino Aalto as Glass Designers, exh. cat., Iittala Glass Museum,
Sävypaino, 1988, cat. no. 46
Jennifer Hawkins Opie, Scandinavia: Ceramics & Glass in the Twentieth
Century, London, 1989, p. 23, fg. 189
Pikko Tukkanen, Alvar Aalto Designer, Vammala, 2002, pp. 148, 200-201
Kaisa Koivisto, Uta Lauren, Suomalaisen Taidelasin Kultakausi, Helsinki,
2013, p. 58
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LISTENING TO MOLLINO
The pieces of furniture Mollino designed for us – Lisa Ponti and Luigi
Licitra, two young newly-weds ffy years ago – were magnifcent,
unprecedented signatures. But it was also wonderful for us to meet
Mollino, and listen to Mollino in “Il Messaggio della Camera Oscura.”
Reading and listening to Mollino in countless, impatient letters. We
were on very close terms with him: the godfather of our youngest child,
at his baptism he gave him a “pedal rocket” (streamlined and silver, like
the racing car Mollino designed for Le Mans). In those years, the perfect
discussion would take place at night between Mollino and Luigi, another
mental acrobat. I was forgiven for my sleepiness in those days. On the
other hand, I was ofen not forgiven for Stile – for the way it was, or wasn’t.
An ad lib magazine.
“Ponti led me to achieve international recognition,” Mollino used to say.
(But this was a reluctant Mollino, in those days, heedless of the world.)
And yet it was Mollino who, through his works and refections, gave
Ponti the best of himself. And it was he who aroused in Ponti a desire for
critique: “but said with admiration,” as was the Mollino form of criticism
that Ponti liked best.
In contact “from a distance” from as early as 1937 (Pagano enlightened
them from afar) it was only through Stile that Mollino and Ponti tuned
out to be friends. They were unlike each other, those two. (Ponti, the
Olympian, had no notion of his “so-called enemies,” while Mollino,
persecuted by Mollino, saw enemies everywhere). But the two saw eye to
eye on the subject of architecture: architecture as art and – “the ultimate
aspiration of art”- as “expression.” And it was in Stile, in April 1944, that
Ponti had the reward and the enchantment of listening to Mollino through
ten pages of manuscripts and images. This was the project for a “House on
the Heights.” This was a Mollino who lef no doubt as to what he thought,
dreamt and knew.

“Dear Ponti, I would not like to violate the Gospel by adapting it to the
purposes of architecture. Together with the Gospel, I have also found De
Maistre’s Journey in this old house in Rivoli. I would like to quote a piece:
St Luke IX, 33-35 “Peter saith to Jesus: Master, it is good for us to be here:
and let us make three tabernacles, one for thee, and one for Moses; and
one for Elias: not knowing what he said. And as he spoke these things,
there came a cloud and overshadowed them…” Possibly, when he said
‘tabernacles,’ Peter was thinking of those tents of the Assyrian kings, with
their half domes and courtyards, and their stays and cords – in other words,
almost houses. The “House on the heights” I am sending you started of
a bit like this: a “rigid” tent, both a pavilion and something more, as well
as being the hunting tent of the Assyrian… Here, between you and I, I can
allow myself to paraphrase what I would like to have already expressed
in form. You will be my judge. Among select friends, one can also “sit in
peace”, and comment to oneself…”
Stile, the “unfndable” magazine, the magazine of dream-world designs
– was short-lived. With Domus, as from 1948, for all of us it was a
matter of meeting the public. Were things changing or was it we who
were changing? Domus immediately published the stunningly beautiful
“mountain architecture” by Mollino, “an architect who is a threat to weak
spirits “– together with his interiors and furniture , furniture, furniture:
but what did it know of Leonardesque Mollino – the Mollino who invented
asymmetrical skis and built tiny biplanes in which to do the aerobatics that
“calmed his nerves?” From Stile to Domus Mollino continued his reproach,
meaning his reproaches to me, Lisa, for mistakes, delays and silence… in
the true Mollino-style through “letters au citron.” The editorial ofce was a
“den of Amazons…” Was it really? Only now do I realise, when I go through
the papers of the 1970s, that this was not the case. Mollino was a winged
rider. All he needed was a gesture, some act of kindness from us, and the
“den” became a royal palace – the “place of Amazons” (which he drew and
sent me) to glide over, while still in doubt…

LISA PONTI
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Lisa Ponti and Luigi Licitra. Foto Casali,
Courtesy Museo Casa Mollino.
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Carlo Mollino 1905-1973
“Tipo B” side chair, designed for Casa Licitra Ponti, Milan, 1950
Resinfex, brass, tubular brass.
37 3/4 x 15 1/4 x 20 1/4 in. (96 x 38.7 x 51.4 cm)
From the production of 6.
Estimate $100,000-150,000
provenance
Lisa Ponti and Luigi Licitra, Casa Licitra Ponti, Milan
Gansevoort Gallery, New York
Acquired from the above by the present owner, 1997
literature
“Una casa di predilezioni,” Domus, Milan, no. 267, February 1952, pp. 26-27
Giovanni Brino, Carlo Mollino: Architettura come Autobiografa, Milan,
1985, p. 77
François Burkhardt and Claude Eveno, L’étrange univers de l’architecte
Carlo Mollino, exh. cat., Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris, 1989, pp. 89, 119
Irene de Guttry and Maria Paola Maino, Il Mobile Italiano Degli Anni ‘40 e
‘50, Bari, 1992, p. 209, fg. 4
Rossella Colombari, Carlo Mollino, Catalogo Del Mobili – Furniture
Catalogue, Milan, 2005, p. 24, fg. 8
Fulvio Ferrari and Napoleone Ferrari, The Furniture of Carlo Mollino, New
York, 2006, 148-150, 227
Fulvio Ferrari and Napoleone Ferrari, eds., Carlo Mollino: Arabesques, exh.
cat., Galleria Civica d’Arte Moderna e Contemporanea, Milan, 2007, p. 38
Michael Webb, Modernist Paradise: Niemeyer House/Boyd Collection,
New York, 2007, pp. 68, 69, 136-37
The present lot is registered in the library of the Museo Casa Mollino,
Turin, as number CM255-2.
Phillips would like to thank Fulvio Ferrari and Napoleone Ferrari, Museo
Casa Mollino, Turin, Lisa Ponti, Milan and Mark McDonald, New York, for
their assistance cataloguing the present lot.
On the occasion of their wedding, Carlo Mollino gifed a set of six “Tipo B”
chairs, a sofa and two armchairs to Lisa Ponti (daughter of his friend and
colleague Gio Ponti) and Luigi Licitra. Mollino had designed three diferent
models for this project, though “Tipo A” and “Tipo C” were never produced.
This design also marked a departure in material choice for Mollino, as
these were made in brass and Resinfex. Other examples from the set are
in the collections of Bruno Bischoferger, Switzerland, and Michael and
Gabrielle Boyd, Santa Monica.
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“If I ever had to, if I ever needed to build a house for myself, I would start
from the concept of not disturbing, leaving myself free to move and
my spirit free to evolve...” Carlo Mollino
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Casa Licitra Ponti, Milan, Foto Casali, Courtesy Museo Casa Mollino.
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AlvAr AAlto 1898-1976
Vase, model no. 9749, from the “Eskimoerindens skinnbuxa” sketch series,
designed 1936, produced circa 1949
Clear mold-blown glass.
5 3/4 in. (14.5 cm) high
Produced by Karhula-Iittala, Finland.
Estimate $18,000-24,000
provenance
Dansk Møbelkunst, Copenhagen
Acquired from the above by the present owner, 2006
literature
“Karhula,” Domus, no. 125, May 1938, p. 36
Aarno Ruusuvuori, ed., Alvar Aalto: 1898-1976, exh. cat., The Museum of
Finnish Architecture, Helsinki, 1978, p. 89, fg. 125
Alvar and Aino Aalto as Glass Designers, exh. cat., Iittala Glass Museum,
Sävypaino, 1988, cat. no. 45
Pikko Tukkanen, Alvar Aalto Designer, Vammala, 2002, pp. 145, 200
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The Goodyear Table, in situ, A. Conger Goodyear house, Long Island, New York. Architect: Edward Durell
Stone. Photograph by Ezra Stoller/Esto. © 2014 The Isamu Noguchi Foundation and Garden Museum,
New York / Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York
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the goodyear table by ISaMU NogUChI
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“Even the frst table I made for Conger Goodyear was not exactly
utilitarian. I thought of it as a sculpture that was a table. Afer all,
you can say that the earth is a table. We feast upon it. You can also
say that it is utilitarian, this earth.” ISAMU NOGUCHI

Isamu Noguchi with the Goodyear Table, in situ, A. Conger Goodyear House, Long Island,
New York. © 2014 The Isamu Noguchi Foundation and Garden Museum, New York /
Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York
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Isamu NoguchI 1904-1988
The Goodyear Table, for A. Conger Goodyear, Old Westbury, New York, 1939
Stack-laminated rosewood, original Herculite plate glass.
28 3/4 x 83 x 34 3/8 in. (73 x 210.8 x 87.3 cm)
Glass top etched with HERCULITE/PLATE GLASS/AS G.
Estimate $2,000,000-3,000,000
provenance
A. Conger Goodyear, Old Westbury, New York, 1939
New York Institute of Technology, gifed circa 1975-1980
Dr. Alexander Schure, circa 1994
Ricco/Maresca Gallery, New York, circa 2002
Acquired from the above by the present owner, 2003
illustrated
“Recent Work by Edward D. Stone,” The Architectural Forum, July 1941, pp. 13-14, 16
House and Garden, October 1941, front cover
James Ford and Katherine Morrow Ford, Design of Modern Interiors, New York,
1942, p. 53
Edward Durell Stone, The Evolution of an Architect, New York, 1962, p. 63
Nancy Grove and Diane Botnick, The Sculpture of Isamu Noguchi, 1924–1979: A
Catalogue, New York, 1980, p. 28, cat. no. 162
Lisa Phillips and David Hanks, et. al., High Styles: Twentieth-Century American
Design, exh. cat., Whitney Museum of American Art, New York, 1985, p. 119
Derek E. Ostergard, George Nakashima, Full Circle, exh. cat., American Craf
Museum, New York, 1989, p. 52
Bruce Altshuler, Noguchi, New York, 1994, p. 51, fg. 53
Barbara Haskell, American Century Art & Culture, 1900 - 1950, New York, 1999,
p. 292, fg. 563
Alexander von Vegesack, et al., eds., Isamu Noguchi, Sculptural Design, exh.
cat., Vitra Design Museum, Weil am Rhein, 2001, p. 114
Surreal Things, Surrealism and Design, exh. cat., Victoria & Albert Museum,
London, 2007, p. 92
Garrett White, Genevieve Cortinovis, Amanda Thorpe, Isamu Noguchi and Isamu
Kenmochi, New York, 2007, p. 25
Amy J. Wolf, On Becoming an Artist: Isamu Noguchi and his Contemporaries,
exh. cat., Isamu Noguchi Foundation and Isamu Noguchi Garden Museum, Long
Island City, 2011, p. 110
Hicks Stone, Edward Durell Stone: A Son’s Untold Story of a Legendary
Architect, New York, 2011, p. 79, fg. 79
Caroline Zaleski, Long Island Modernism 1930-1980, New York, 2012, p. 136

The Goodyear Table is listed as artwork number 162 in The Isamu Noguchi
Catalogue Raisonné.
Phillips would like to thank The Isamu Noguchi Foundation and Garden
Museum, New York, and Deborah A. Goldberg, Ph.D., New York, for their
assistance cataloguing the present lot.
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ExcErpts from Essay for musEum of modErn art, KamaKura
It is said that seeing is the quickest way of learning. Most people seem to
believe that what they see gives a closer approximation of reality than that
which is to be had through the other senses. One who works in the visual
arts is especially inclined to believe this so, though it must be conceded
that for a musician sound may be a sharper measure.
The degree of development of any of our fve senses may be able to
gauged by the reality which we believe it to register – which would also be
an indication of the direction of our interest.
Thus the understanding of sculpture requires a special development of
seeing – and by understanding we mean an interest or liking – to the
extent that form appeals to us as real. Beyond any other connotation a
sculpture may have, this is the appreciation of 3-dimensionality, which is
the sculptural essential of sculpture.
A way of seeing, with more active participation than just the eyes, the man
who really sees sculpture must move physically to realize its form. The
illusion of depth comes from movement, however slight, or presupposes
the possibility of movement, through which the imagination in projected
memory completes the illusion within the mind’s eye.
A photograph however stereoscopic the efect is a matter of light and
shadows, not the thing itself. A painting, whatever the perspective, is still
a fat 2–dimensional object, which gains little moving in front of it. It may
be said to be a sedentary art, more removed from our physical existence,
more purely illusory.
Sculpture, on the other hand, is the thing itself – to be physically
experienced – the sensual actuality of sight re-enforced through the added

send of touch. We may bump into it, bleed from its rough surface, or
delineate its contours with our fngers. It’s a Thing, tactile and measurable,
completely within the dimensions of our own earthly existence.
The very materiality of sculpture is perhaps its most evocative aspect
– the mystery at the base of matter. We feel its emanations in the best
of sculptures, rising out of the intermingling of form and matter with the
patina of time. Such sculptures appear time surviving, or rather perhaps
they are so flled with the weight if time as to be beyond time – or better
still to say time has beref them of all weight, the materiality transformed
into spirit.
The way of seeing is flled with memory – the newest discovery turns out
to be an even older myth. That which moves us is a reality more deeply
rooted than the realistic.
In the restrictive defnition bid sculpture content usually meant something
to do with the human fgure. Now the abstract is recognized to have
emotional overtone (the sharpness of a point). Abstractions themselves
are rooted in associations as potent as anatomy…
It is no longer a question of what is possible or permissible – anything
is. The art of sculpture is now free, free even from the need to assert its
freedom.
With the adaptation of tools and materials from industry, many new
and startling developments of forms may be expected. However, the
real challenge, it seems to me, lies not so much in invention itself, but
in deepening perception – involving invention no doubt – discovery and
rediscovery of one’s long lost self.

ISAMu NOgucHI
© The Museum of Modern Art, Kamakura, 1952
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Arnold Newman, Portrait of Isamu Noguchi, New York, 1947 © 2014 The Isamu Noguchi Foundation and Garden Museum, New York /
Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York / Arnold Newman / Liaison Agency.
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“Noguchi came out to my place in the country shortly afer my
house there had been completed. There was a large vacant
space in front of the window in the big room. He ofered to
design a table for it. When completed it proved to be not only
perfect for the space but the one and only well-designed large
piece of furniture I have ever seen.” A. CONGER GOODYEAR

Afer nearly two decades spent producing fgurative works in bronze and
terracotta, and more specifcally a long series of commercially successful
portrait sculptures for clients and friends including Buckminster Fuller,
Clare Booth Luce, George Gershwin, and Berenice Abbott, among
others, Isamu Noguchi hinted at a return to abstraction in the 1930s, at
frst with costume and set designs for choreographers Ruth Page and
Martha Graham, as well as larger, semi-abstract works including the Ford
Fountain for the New York World’s Fair. During an interlude in Paris on
a Guggenheim Fellowship, during which he was Constantin Brancusi’s
studio assistant for six months in 1927, Noguchi had produced an early
series of formal, almost rigid abstractions under the infuence of his
mentor. Then in 1939, at the request of A. Conger Goodyear, President
of the Museum of Modern Art, Noguchi boldly returned to abstraction
with the design of the present unique lot, Noguchi’s frst table, for
the living room of Goodyear’s weekend house in Old Westbury, New
York. More than furniture design, the table heralded Noguchi’s fertile
developments of the 1940s including his “interlocking” sculptures,
the direct descendants of the present lot. Comprising stack-laminated
rosewood and Herculite plate glass, the table mimicked in part the texture
and materials of the house for which it was commissioned, the Goodyear
House by Edward Durrell Stone, characterized by its stacked bricks and
Herculite plate glass windows. Paul Goldberger, former architecture
critic at the New Yorker, has called the Goodyear House “one of the most
important houses built in the United States between the two world wars. “
In that sense it is of equal stature with the table by the same name.
Isamu Noguchi, 3 Ideas for “Table,” pencil on paper, circa 1939.
© 2014 The Isamu Noguchi Foundation and Garden Museum,
New York / Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York.
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The Goodyear Table, in situ, A. Conger Goodyear house, Long Island, New York. Architect: Edward Durell Stone. Photograph by Ezra Stoller/Esto.
© 2014 The Isamu Noguchi Foundation and Garden Museum, New York / Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York.
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“Le Corbusier was like a guru to me… and because he was my guru,
I decided that I could not copy him.” BAlkRIShNA DOShI

13
Balkrishna Doshi and le CorBusier b. 1927, 1887-1965
Set of fve stools, model no. LC-AH-10-A, from the Ofce of the Secretary
General of the Mill Owners’ Association Building, Ahmedabad, circa 1953
Teak, painted iron.
Each: 16 1/2 in. (41.9 cm) high
Underside of each stool respectively painted with M.O.A.1./A.T.M.A.522,
A.T.M.A.520/M.O.A.2, A.T.M.A.519/M.O.A.3, M.O.A.4/A.T.M.A.521, and
M.O.A.6/A.T.M.A.524.
Estimate $20,000-25,000
provenance
Mill Owners’ Association Building, Ahmedabad
Robert Rubin, New York
Sotheby’s, New York, “Équipment Intérieur: A Private Collection,”
December 18, 2004, lots 541-545
Acquired from the above by the present owner
literature
Eric Touchaleaume and Gerald Moreau, Le Corbusier, Pierre Jeanneret:
L’Aventure Indienne / The Indian Adventure – Design -Art -Architecture,
Paris, 2010, p. 608
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The Indian architect Balkrishna Doshi represented the Modern
Architectural Research Group (MARG) and in 1947 became part of The
Congrès internationaux d’architecture moderne (CIAM). In 1951 Doshi
attended the CIAM XIII conference “The Heart of the City: Towards the
Humanisation of Urban Life.” Founded in 1928, the CIAM was organized by
Le Corbusier, and it was at the XIII conference in England, where Doshi met
Le Corbusier and their professional relationship began.
Doshi began working for Le Corbusier at the atelier located on rue de
Sèvres, Paris. It was here Doshi became involved with the Mill Owners’
Association, returning to India from Paris in 1955 to oversee projects in
Ahmedebad. On the year of his return, Doshi initiated furniture designs
to furnish the Mill Owners’ Association, where he implemented Le
Corbusier’s rigorous standards and the infuence learned during his time
at rue de Sèvres. Doshi considered all factors set out by Le Corbusier and
applied a methodical approach when designing under his supervision and
produced works which resonated within their designated locations inside
of the building.
Le Corbusier was commissioned in 1951 by chairman Surottam Hutheesing
to build the Mill Owner’s Association in the city of Ahmedebad, located
in the Indian state of Gujarat. Overlooking the Sabarmati River, the Mill
Owner’s Association’s employees had a picturesque view architecturally
framed from each foor. When visiting Ahmedebad in the 1980s, Italian
architect Ettore Sottsass was taken to the Mill Owners’ Association, where
he was evidently struck by its magnifcence and wrote the following: “It
is a mighty building. In very thick slabs of bare concrete, with enormous
pillars and a vast interior. The whole building is full of air. Le Corbusier had
understood that in India the Seasons, the years, the monsoons and the
scorching summers will wear away any construction that is not more than
mighty, corroding and killing it.” (Domus, no. 880, April 2005, p. 21)
The furniture designed for the Mill Owners’ Association upholds Le
Corbusier’s prophetic and utopian vision. Sottsass’s refections can also
be applied to the furniture: “The scale was not only convenient to the Mill
Owners’ Association: Le Corbusier had also designed it in the light of his
own interpretation of India’s destiny.” (Domus, 2005, ibid)
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The present model stools in situ, Mill Owners’ Association Building, Ahmedabad. © Mark Lyon.
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14
Jean Prouvé 1901-1984
“Flavigny” table, circa 1945
Painted bent steel, painted tubular steel, “Granito” composite marble.
29 3/4 x 81 1/4 x 29 5/8 in. (75.6 x 206.4 x 75.2 cm)
Manufactured by Les Ateliers Jean Prouvé, France.
Estimate $40,000-60,000
provenance
Marianne and Pierre Nahon, Paris
Sotheby’s, Paris, “Le Jardin Secret de Marianne et Pierre Nahon, Vol. 1”
July 18, 2004, lot 82
Acquired from the above by the present owner
literature
Benedikt Taschen, ed., Jean Prouvé , Cologne, 1991, p. 112
Peter Sulzer, Jean Prouvé: Œuvre complète / Complete Works, Volume 2:
1934-1944, Basel, 2000, p. 297
Galerie Jousse Seguin and Galerie Enrico Navarra, Jean Prouvé, Paris,
1998, pp. 76-77
Galerie Patrick Seguin and Sonnabend Gallery, Jean Prouvé, Volume 1,
Paris, 2007, pp. 170-71, 183
Galerie Patrick Seguin and Sonnabend Gallery, Jean Prouvé, Volume 2,
Paris, 2007, pp. 404, 420-23
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THE MAHARAJA OF INDORE’S ‘TRANSAT’ CHAIR by EILEEN GRAY

Manik Bagh Palace, photographed by Eckart Muthesius, 1933. (ARS), New York/VG Bild Kunst, Bonn.

Afer completing his preliminary studies in India, the young Maharaja
of Indore Yashwant Rao Holkar II discovered western culture during his
years spent as a student in England. It was there that he met the architect
Eckhart Muthesius, whom he commissioned to design his palace, named
Manik Bagh (Garden of Rubies) in Indore. Deceptively simple from the
exterior, the sprawling interior was elaborately decorated with a vast array
of iconic modernist works. The Maharaja’s attraction to modernity and
architecture further developed during visits to important international
art fairs in Paris, London and Berlin. During these frequent trips he would
commission works from artists, architects and designers alike. Manik
Bagh quickly became an homage to modernism, with important works
by Émile-Jacques Ruhlmann, Louis Sognot, Charlotte Alix and Ivan da
Silva Bruhns. The Maharaja flled his new palace with these acquisitions,
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creating a space that allowed the coexistence of both Indian and Western
traditions. Muthesius stated of the results: “these modern installations
and appliances, such as indirect lighting, metallic walls and ceilings, a
generous use of glass in the rooms and fttings, cooling artifcial leather,
smooth woods and metal, invests the rooms of the palace with a pleasing
air of dignity and comfort.”
The palace was carefully preserved until the Maharaja’s death in 1956,
when the rooms were converted into ofces. In 1976 during a period of
political change the Maharaja’s privileges were revoked and the palace was
consequently sold and the interior dismantled. In the intervening decades
much of the furnishings and artwork has appeared on the market, most
famously in the Sotheby’s 1980 auction, “Mobilier Moderniste: Provenant
du Palais du Maharaja d’Indore.”
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Bernard Boutet de Monvel, The Maharaja of Indore in traditional Maratha Dress, circa 1929.
© 2014 Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York / ADAGP, Paris.
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EilEEn Gray 1878-1976
The Maharaja of Indore’s “Transat” chair, from Manik Bagh Palace, 1930
Lacquered wood, nickel-plated metal, leather, fabric.
29 x 20 7/8 x 35 1/4 in. (73.7 x 53 x 89.5 cm)
Estimate $800,000-1,200,000
provenance
Maharaja Holkar of Indore, Manik Bagh Palace, Indore, India
Sotheby Parke Bernet, Monaco, “Mobilier Moderniste: Provenant du Palais
du Maharaja d’Indore,” May 25, 1980, lot 204
Private collection
Sotheby’s, Paris, “Arts Décoratifs du XXe Siècle & Design Contemporain,”
November 22, 2011, lot 135
Acquired from the above directly afer the sale
exhibited
“Eileen Gray,” Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris, February 20-May 20,
2013 and then traveled to Irish Museum of Modern Art, Dublin, October 12,
2013-January 19, 2014
illustrated
Philippe Garner, Twentieth-Century Furniture, New York, 1980, p. 110
Peter Adam, Eileen Gray: Architect-Designer, London, 1987, pp. 188, 247
Patricia Bayer, Art Deco Interiors, London, 1990, p. 136
Philippe Garner, Eileen Gray: Designer and Architect, Berlin, 1993, pp. 36, 103
Reto Niggl, Eckart Muthesius 1930: The Maharaja’s Palace in Indore,
Architecture and Interior, Stuttgart, 1996, p. 74
Pierre Kjellberg, Art Déco: Les Maîtres du Mobilier – Le Décor des
Paquebots, Paris, 1998, p. 110
Reto Niggl, Eckart Muthesius: India, 1930 - 1939, Berlin, 1999, p. 70
Le Palais Du Maharajah D’Indore; photographs, exh. cat., Galerie Doria,
Paris, 2006, p. 89
Peter Adam, Eileen Gray: Her Life and Work, Munich, 2008, front cover pp.
96, 281
Jennifer Gof, “Shades of Gray,” Irish Arts Review, September-November
2013, p. 107
Eileen Gray sous la direction de Cloé Pitiot, exh. cat., Centre Georges
Pompidou, Paris, 2013, pp. 69, 187
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“All one has to ask of artists is to be of their time…All it takes sometimes is
to choose a material beautiful in itself and worked with sincere simplicity…”
EilEEn Gray

The present lot in situ, Manik Bagh Palace, photographed by Eckart Muthesius, 1933. © 2014 artists rights Society (arS), new york/VG Bild Kunst, Bonn.

Eileen Gray designed the “Transat” (an abbreviation of “transatlantique”)
in 1925-1926 for her Villa E 1027 in roquebrune, on the Côte d’azur. With
an adjustable headrest and occasionally a sling seat, the chair was clearly
informed by the simple functionalism of a deck chair, well-suited to her
home that was itself intended to evoke a sense of living on a houseboat.
The design marks Gray’s transition towards modernism which she
embraced during the mid-1920s. The present iconic design is a perfect
expression of her individualist approach, in which thoughtfully considered
materials, artistic form and engagement with human behaviors are
considered in her adoption of basic modernist principals.
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The design was produced in small and long versions, with sycamore and
lacquered arms, and with canvas, fabric, pony skin and leather seats.
Twelve armchairs are known to have been created, and nine to exist. Of
this small group, four are in sycamore and fve in lacquer. The present
example retains its original material pairing of black lacquer and natural
leather. This unique and exquisite combination was in keeping with the
color palette of the Maharaja of indore’s bedroom in Manik Bagh’s palace.
“Transat” armchairs are in the permanent collections of The Centre
Pompidou, Paris and the Victoria and albert Museum, london.
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Bernard Boutet de Monvel, Portrait of Yeshwant Rao Holkar II of Indore, circa 1929
© 2014 Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York / ADAGP, Paris.
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“Architecture is an art which is basically geometrical.”

RoBeRt MALLet-SteveNS

16
RobeRt Mallet-StevenS 1886-1945
Desk lamp, circa 1930
Nickel-plated steel, frosted glass.
12 1/2 x 13 3/4 x 3 7/8 in. (31.8 x 34.9 x 9.8 cm)
Estimate $30,000-50,000
provenance
Private collection, France
Christie’s, Paris, “Les Collections du Château de Gourdon: L’UAM et la
Modernité,” March 31, 2011, lot 765
Acquired from the above by the present owner
literature
Dominique Deshoulières, Hubert Janneau, Maurice Culot, Brigitte
Buyssens, Rob.Mallet-Stevens: Architecte, Brussels, 1980, p. 280 for a
ceiling light, p. 308 for a similar example
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17
Carlo Mollino 1905-1973
Unique adjustable daybed, designed for Casa Orengo, Turin, 1949
Maple-veneered plywood, maple, stained maple, painted maple
veneered wood, brass, fabric.
20 1/2 x 78 1/2 x 29 3/4 in. (52.1 x 199.4 x 75.6 cm) fat
Produced by Apelli & Varesio, Italy.
Estimate $250,000-300,000
provenance
Marquis Vladi Orengo, Casa Orengo, Turin, 1949
Count Vergnano di Villar, Turin
Franco Semenzato & Co., Venice, “Mobili, arredi, oggetti vari,” April 21, 1985, lot 67
Galerie Denys Bosselet, Paris
Marc-André Hubin, Avenue Foch, Paris, 1986
Mara Cremniter, Paris
Barry Friedman Ltd., New York, 1994
Acquired from the above by the present owner, 1997
exhibited
“Design Italian Style: Furniture by Carlo Mollino and Carlo Graf,” Barry Friedman
Ltd., New York, May 1 - July 11, 1997
“Carlo Mollino: Arabesques,” Galleria Civica d’Arte Moderna e Contemporanea,
Turin, September 20, 2006-January 7, 2007
illustrated
“Casa verso la collina,” Domus, no. 265, December 1951, pp. 17, 19
“Scoperte & Riscoperte,” Domus, no. 650, May 1984, pp. 36-37
Giovanni Brino, Carlo Mollino: Architettura come Autobiografa, Milan, 1985, p. 124
Germano Celant, “Un appartamento a Parigi,” Domus, no. 681, March 1987, p. 55
Rossella Colombari, Carlo Mollino Catalogo Del Mobili – Furniture Catalogue,
Milan, 2005, pp. 66-67
Fulvio Ferrari and Napoleone Ferrari, The Furniture of Carlo Mollino, New York,
2006, pp. 184, 225
Fulvio Ferrari and Napoleone Ferrari, eds., Carlo Mollino: Arabesques, exh. cat.,
Galleria Civica d’Arte Moderna e Contemporanea, Milan, 2007, p. 83
The present lot is registered in the library of the Museo Casa Mollino, Turin, as
number CM364-1.
Phillips would like to thank Fulvio Ferrari and Napoleone Ferrari, Museo Casa
Mollino, Turin, and Rossella Colombari, Galleria Colombari, Milan, and Barry
Friedman, New York, for their assistance cataloguing the present lot.
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Carlo Mollino’s technical drawing for Casa Orengo’s living room. Courtesy Archivio Carlo Mollino,
Biblioteca Centrale di Architettura, Politecnico di Torino.
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The present lot in situ, Casa Orengo, Turin, Foto Moncalvo. Courtesy Museo Casa Mollino.
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The interior of the Marquis Orengo residence, also known as Casa
Orengo, was completed in 1950. Carlo Mollino conceived a large series of
furniture for the river-facing apartment. The daybed was one of the main
interior elements within the spacious living room, together with a large
desk, table, chair, armchair, ceiling lights, large bookcase and sideboard.
A similar example of the daybed was produced for the seminal 1950
exhibition at the Brooklyn Museum, “Italy at Work.”
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18
Balkrishna Doshi and le CorBusier b. 1927, 1887-1965
Unique cabinet, model no. LC-AH-08-A, from the Mill Owners’ Association
Building, Ahmedabad, 1953-1954
Teak, birch-veneered wood, ebonized wood,
89 1/2 x 81 x 17 1/4 in. (227.3 x 205.7 x 43.8 cm)
The front stenciled with A.T.M A. 174 and M.O.A. 13.
Estimate $30,000-40,000
provenance
Mill Owners’ Association Building, Ahmedabad
Robert Rubin, New York
Sotheby’s, New York, “Équipment Intérieur: A Private Collection,”
December 18, 2004, lot 547
Acquired from the above by the present owner
illustrated
Eric Touchaleaume and Gerald Moreau, Le Corbusier, Pierre Jeanneret:
L’Aventure Indienne / The Indian Adventure – Design - Art -Architecture,
Paris, 2010, pp. 481, 608
The present unique cabinet, built circa 1953-54, appeared in the
“Managing Committee Room” of Le Corbusier’s Palais des Filateurs,
otherwise known as the Mill Owners’ Association Building, Ahmedabad
(1951-1954).

Mill Owners’ Association Building, Ahmedabad, by Le Corbusier.
© F.L.C. / ADAGP, Paris / Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York 2014.
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EilEEn Gray 1878-1976
Rare “Aéroplane” ceiling light, circa 1930
Chromium-plated metal, rubber, cobalt blue plate glass, white plate glass.
7 3/4 x 16 1/8 x 16 3/4 in. (19.7 x 41 x 42.5 cm); variable drop
Each rubber cap molded with ETRANGER-BREVETÉ-FRANCE. Together
with the original correspondence between Eileen Gray and Gladys Fabre.
Estimate $250,000-350,000
provenance
Eileen Gray, Paris
Gladys Fabre, Paris, 1973
Christie’s, Paris, “Arts Decoratifs du 20e siècle,” May 20, 2003, lot 39
Private collection, France
Christie’s, Paris, “Les Collections du Château de Gourdon: Chefs-d’œuvre
du XXème siècle,” March 29, 2011, lot 28
Artcurial, Paris, “Art Dèco,” October 12, 2012, lot 94
Acquired from the above by the present owner
exhibited
Centre Georges Pompidou, “Eileen Gray,” Paris, February 20 - May 20, 2013
illustrated
Eileen Gray, l’Éxposition, exh. cat., Centre Georges Pompidou, Paris, 2013, p. 31
Cloé Pitiot, Eileen Gray sous la direction de Cloé Pitiot, exh. cat., Centre
Georges Pompidou, Paris, 2013, p. 170
L’objet D’Art, Paris, no. 487, February 2013, p. 29
Domus, Milan, no. 968, April 2013, p. 4
related examples
Peter Adam, Eileen Gray: Architect-Designer, London, 1987, pp. 332, 336-37
Francois Baudot, Eileen Gray, London, 1998, p. 26
Eileen Gray, An Architecture for all Senses, exh. cat., Deutsches
Architektur-Museum, Frankfurt, 1996, pp. 128-29
Caroline Constant, Eileen Gray, London, 2000, p. 10
Peter Adam, Eileen Gray: Her Life and Work, Munich, 2008, p. 338
Eileen Gray is known to have produced at least fve “Aéroplane” ceiling
lights. Four appeared in the historic auction of her collection at Sotheby
Parke Bernet, Monaco, May 25, 1980. The ffh known example, the
present lot, was purchased directly from the artist by Gladys Fabre, Paris,
in January 1973.
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Eileen Gray fying an early bi-plane near Marseilles, 1913. Eileen Gray private collection, London.

The present model ceiling light in situ, Eileen Gray’s apartment, Rue Bonaparte, Paris.
Eileen Gray private collection, London.
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“The future projects light, the past only clouds.”
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Isamu NoguchI 1904-1988
Rare “Chess Table,” model no. IN-61, circa 1947-1949
Laminated bird’s-eye maple, painted steel, the top with clear and red
acrylic inlays.
19 1/4 x 33 7/8 x 30 3/4 in. (48.9 x 86 x 78.1 cm)
Produced by The Herman Miller Furniture Company, USA.
Estimate $150,000-200,000
provenance
Gansevoort Gallery, New York
Michael and Susan Rich, Los Angeles, 1999
Los Angeles Modern Auctions, Los Angeles, “Modern Art & Design,”
December 16, 2012, lot 285
Acquired from the above by the present owner
exhibited
“Vital Forms: American Art and Design in the Atomic Age, 1940-1960,”
Brooklyn Museum of Art, October 12, 2001-January 6, 2002; then traveled
to: The Walker Art Center, Minneapolis, February 16-May 12, 2002; The
Frist Center for the Visual Arts, Nashville, June 21-September 15, 2002; Los
Angeles County Museum of Art, November 17, 2002-February 23, 2003;
Phoenix Art Museum, April 4-June 29, 2003
“Surreal Things: Surrealism & Design at the V&A,” Victoria and Albert
Museum, London, March 22-July 22, 2007; then traveled to: Boijmans Van
Beuningen Museum, Rotterdam, September 29, 2007-January 6, 2008;
Guggenheim Museum, Bilbao, March 3-September 7, 2008
illustrated
Brooke Kamin Rapaport, Kevin Stayton, Vital Forms: American Art and
Design in the Atomic Age, 1940-1960, exh. cat., Brooklyn Museum of Art,
2001, p. 30
Ghislane Wood, Surreal Things, Surrealism and Design, exh. cat., Victoria
and Albert Museum London, 2007, p. 304
related examples
Nancy Grove and Diane Botnick, The Sculpture of Isamu Noguchi, 1924–
1979: A Catalogue, New York, 1980, p. 147, cat. no. 810
Martin Eidelberg, Design 1935-1965: What Modern Was, New York, 1991,
pp. 107-108
Bruce Altshuler, Noguchi, New York, 1994, p. 52 fg. 55
Alexander von Vegesack, et al., eds., Isamu Noguchi, Sculptural Design, exh.
cat., Vitra Design Museum, Weil am Rhein, 2001, pp. 78-79, 126-27, 287
Larry List, ed., The Imagery of Chess, exh. cat., The Isamu Noguchi
Foundation and Garden Museum, New York, 2005, cover, pp. vi, 129, 131
Mathias Schwartz-Clauss, Peter Dunas and Alexander von Vegesack, 100
Masterpieces from the Vitra Design Museum Collection, exh. cat., Weil am
Rhein, 2006, p. 149
On Becoming an Artist: Isamu Noguchi and his Contemporaries, exh. cat.,
The Isamu Noguchi Foundation and Garden Museum, Long Island City,
2011, pp. 77-78
Phillips would like to thank The Isamu Noguchi Foundation and Garden
Museum and Larry List, New York, for their assistance cataloguing the
present lot.
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The CheSS TABLe
The 20th century sculptor and designer Isamu Noguchi devoted a large
part of his career to re-envisioning functional, traditional objects as
expressions of modernism. Noguchi regarded furniture as sculptural
forms with which people ofen had meaningful, prolonged, and intimate
connection as part of their environment, hence objects worthy of serious
aesthetic design and appreciation.
This chess table design was developed by Noguchi in his Greenwich Village
studio for the legendary 1944 Imagery of Chess exhibition organized by his
friends Marcel Duchamp and Max Ernst and held at the Julien Levy Gallery
in New York. Newsweek magazine proclaimed that “the sculptor Noguchi…
has created the most beautiful piece in the show…” The original design
was bought the night of the gallery opening by prominent architect and
furniture designer George Nelson, who, in 1947 convinced The Herman
Miller Furniture Company to manufacture the Chess Table and Noguchi’s
ovoid glass top cofee table design.

While the glass cofee table has become a design standard, produced to
this day, its companion piece, a rarity, was produced for only three years.
The few extant examples are predominantly in solid, ebonized black fnish.
This version, in mildly-fgured bird’s-eye maple, may be unique, a custom
order intended to harmonize with a specifc interior.
In this table design Noguchi pioneered his technique of notching together
fat biomorphic shapes to create free-standing forms, an approach with
which he later generated a signature group of sculptures, his notched
planar abstractions of the mid-to-late 1940s. An artistic nomad, Noguchi
presaged the concept of “pack fat to ship” by designing the table to break
down into a table top, two fat leg pieces, a cast aluminum tray, and a
metal rod.
The child of an American mother and Japanese father, Noguchi sought
to integrate elements of Eastern and Western culture in his work. In this
versatile design, the table top could be raised to Western-style dining or
gaming height, or lowered to a level at which one traditionally knelt to
play games in Eastern cultures. A long metal rod fastened to the tabletop
and running down through a clamp in the central leg joint facilitated the
height changes in the original. The current example has the Herman Miller
factory-made rod with a fxed table top mount.
Alluding to the traditional inlaid mother of pearl center-points found on
the earliest Asian game boards, Noguchi devised a subtle but perfectly
functional 8 x 8 grid of red dots and translucent acrylic discs, instead of a
Western-style grid of squares, ensuring the table was not exclusively used
for gaming.
Originally designed during WW II for chess, a “war game,” the table is
comprised of what were then high-tech, cutting edge wartime materials:
cast aluminum, laminated lumber-core veneered plywood, and acrylic
plastic. The tabletop also swiveled to reveal two protected deeply
scooped out aluminum “fox hole” pockets in which playing cards, game
pieces, sewing supplies, cigarettes, or what-have-you could be kept
neatly out of sight.
Like the cardinal points of a compass, the table legs intersect at a common
central point. Inspired by the models he made of stage sets for the Martha
Graham Dance Company, the artist saw tables as stages upon which
entertainments are ofered; places where one shares nourishment of body
or mind; or social spaces that are meeting places, presaging his laterrealized ambitions to design entire plazas, parks and playgrounds. This
table exemplifes Noguchi’s life-long devotion to the “… relationship of
objects in totality, to life, and to people.”

Julien Levy at The Imagery of Chess, New York, 1944. © 2014 The Isamu Noguchi
Foundation and Garden Museum, New York / Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York/
The Estate of Julien F. Levy and The Julien Levy Archive.
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Author of The Imagery of Chess Revisited
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Isamu NoguchI 1904-1988
Rare “Cloud-form” sofa, model no. IN-70, and “Cloud-form” ottoman,
model no. IN-71, circa 1948
Birch, fabric.
Sofa: 28 3/8 x 117 1/2 x 49 in. (72.1 x 298.5 x 124.5 cm); ottoman:
Produced by The Herman Miller Furniture Company, USA.
Estimate $500,000-700,000
provenance for the sofa
Private collection, Boston
Skinner Auctioneers, Boston, “Art Glass & Lamps, Arts & Crafs, Art Deco &
Modern,” October 19 1996, lot 918
Private collection, Florida
Phillips de Pury & Luxembourg, New York, “20-21st Century Design Art,”
May 22, 2002, lot 73
Acquired from the above by the present owner
provenance for the ottoman
Doyle, New York, “Doyle at Home: Fine Furniture, Decorations and
Paintings,” October 8, 2003, lot 151
Acquired from the above by the present owner
literature
“In the Showrooms, Report on an Improved Situation: The New Furniture,”
Interiors, March 1949, pp. 130-31
“Free form for Furniture”, Architectural Forum, April 1949, p. 212
Nancy Grove and Diane Botnick, The Sculpture of Isamu Noguchi, 1924–
1979: A Catalogue, New York, 1980, p. 147, cat. no. 811
Cara Greenberg, Mid-Century Modern, New York, 1984, p. 67 for the sofa
Lisa Phillips and David Hanks, High Styles: Twentieth-Century American
Design, New York, 1985, pp. 152-53
George Nelson, ed., The 20th Century: Landmarks in Design, Chairs, New
York, 1994, p. 33, 152-153
Franz Schulze, Building a Masterpiece, exh. cat., Milwaukee Art Museum,
New York, 2001, p. 147
Alexander von Vegesack, et al., eds., Isamu Noguchi, Sculptural Design,
exh. cat., Vitra Design Museum, Weil am Rhein, 2001, pp. 122-123, 125
Ghislane Wood, Surreal Things, Surrealism and Design, London, 2007, p. 99
Phillips would like to thank The Isamu Noguchi Foundation and Garden
Museum, New York, for their assistance cataloguing the present lot.
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“Free form, like free love, is a highly controversial subject.”

ArchitecturAl Forum, April 1949

Mirroring the organic forms of Noguchi’s sculptures and installations of
the same period, the present “Cloud-form” sofa and ottoman embody
the biomorphism Noguchi sought to express in his work. George Nelson,
then Creative Director of The Herman Miller Furniture Company, described
Noguchi’s “Cloud” designs as “neither homey like the handicraf object
nor rigid like the machine form – but amorphous and fowing like living
tissue.” The “Cloud” sofa and ottoman appeared in Architectural Forum
(April 1949) as Noguchi’s ideal concept for furniture design: “it should be,
he says, ‘a sof rock.’” Although interiors (March 1949) gave it qualifed
praise—“screwballish to some, of extraordinary plastic beauty to others”—
the “Cloud” became an iconic example of the sculptural design of the late
1940s. Despite the many press mentions received, however, it was never
published in Herman Miller’s catalogues, nor mass-produced; the “Cloud”
was made-to-order between 1948 and 1951.
Of only six sofa and ottoman sets known to have been made, the present
lot is one of four examples of each known to be extant. One set is
included in the permanent collection of the Milwaukee Art Museum,
Milwaukee, Wisconsin, and one sofa in the Vitra Design Museum, Weil
am rhein, Germany. One set was purchased by a private collector from
Christie’s East, “important Design”, November 27, 1999. One ottoman
was purchased from Wright “Design,” December 12, 2013. The fourth set,
ofered here, was acquired by the present owner from phillips de pury &
luxembourg, “20-21st Century Design Art”, May 22, 2002.
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The “Cloud-form” suite in a Herman Miller publicity photograph. photo from the
Herman Miller Archive. © 2014 The isamu Noguchi Foundation and Garden Museum,
New York / Artists rights Society (ArS), New York.
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Raymond SubeS 1891-1970
Bench, from the National City Bank of New York, Paris, circa 1931
Wrought-iron, leather.
20 x 79 x 23 5/8 in. (50.8 x 200.7 x 60 cm)
Estimate $50,000-70,000
provenance
National City Bank of New York, Avenue des Champs-Élysées, Paris
Christie’s, New York, “Important 20th Century Decorative Art and Design,”
June 13, 2006, lot 69
literature
Raymond Subes, Ferronnerie Moderne, Paris, circa 1948, pl. 72 for a similar
example
The present lot is believed to be one of only two examples produced by
Raymond Subes for the Paris boardroom of the National City Bank of New
York, whose ofces on the Champs-Élysées were designed by ÉmileJacques Ruhlmann, circa 1931.

The present model in situ, Émile-Jacques Ruhlmann’s design for the National City
Bank of New York, Avenue des Champs-Élysées, Paris, circa 1931.
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23
Josef Hoffmann 1870-1956
Side chair, model no. 371, designed for the Kunstschau Wien, Vienna,
circa 1908
Stained beech.
43 3/8 x 17 1/4 x 19 in. (110.2 x 43.8 x 48.3 cm)
Produced by Jacob & Josef Kohn, Austria. Underside of seat with frm’s
printed label.
Estimate $30,000-40,000
provenance
House of Decorative Arts, Ltd., New York
Acquired from the above by the present owner, 1992
literature
Deutsche Kunst und Dekoration, vol. 23, October 1908, p. 37 for the bench
Kirk Varnedoe, Vienna 1900: Art, Architecture and Design, exh. cat.,
Museum of Modern Art, New York, 1986, p. 86
Derek E. Ostergard, ed., Bent Wood and Metal Furniture: 1850–1946, exh.
cat., The American Federation of Arts, New York, 1987, p. 255, fgs. 54-54a,
p. 256, fg. 54b for similar examples
Renée Price, ed., New Worlds: German and Austrian Art 1890–1940, Neue
Galerie, New York, 2001, p. 426, cat. III.36
Gabriele Fahr-Becker, Wiener Werkstätte 1903–1932, Cologne, 2003, p. 25
Jirí Uhlír, Vom Wiener Stuhl Zum Architektenmöbel: Jacob & Josef
Kohn, Thonet und Mundus, Bugholzmöbel vom Secessionismus bis zur
Zwischenkriegsmoderne, Vienna, 2009, p. 99, fgs. 113, 115 for a similar
example
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24
Josef Hoffmann 1870-1956
Caviar dish, circa 1909
Silver, original glass.
2 1/2 in. (6.4 cm) high, 7 in. (17.8 cm) diameter
Executed by the Wiener Werkstätte, Austria. Impressed three times with
Wiener Werkstätte monogram and Diana’s head in a hexagon hallmark and
twice with the Vienna city mark.
Estimate $20,000-30,000
provenance
Christies, New York, “Important 20th Century Decorative Arts,” April 12,
1997, lot 9
exhibited
Neue Galerie, New York, “Josef Hofmann: Interiors, 1902-1913,” November
2, 2006-February 26, 2007
literature
Werner J. Schweiger, Wiener Werkstatte: Design in Vienna, 1903-1932,
New York, 1984, p. 28
Michael Huey, ed., Viennese Silver: Modern Design 1780-1918, exh. cat.,
Neue Galerie, New York, 2003, p. 89
The present design corresponds to model numbers S1701 and S2086
which have variant dimensions. These models are recorded in the Wiener
Werkstätte design drawing and photo archives of the MAK Vienna, under
respective inventory numbers KI 12006-45 and WWF 94-101-3.
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“The man who has had the greatest infuence on designer-crafsmen
of furniture in the last 100 years is undoubtedly Émile-Jacques Ruhlmann.”
SilaS Kopf

25
Émile-Jacques Ruhlmann 1879-1933
Carpet, model no. 3207NR, circa 1925
Tufed wool.
83 x 101 in. (210.8 x 256.5 cm)
Estimate $120,000-180,000
provenance
Galerie Deroyan, paris
private collection
Sotheby’s, paris, “arts Décoratifs du XXe Siècle & Design Contemporain,”
November 22, 2011, lot 126
acquired from the above by the present owner
literature
florence Camard, Ruhlmann: Master of Art Deco, New York, 1984, p. 242
The drawing for the present design is recorded in the reference album
“Tapis, éclairages, miroirs, cheminées, consoles,” (inventory number
2002.18.14) held by the Ruhlmann archives at the Musée Musée des
années Trente, Boulogne Billancourt, paris.
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26
Jean RoyèRe 1902-1981
“Ours Polaire” sofa and pair of armchairs, circa 1952
Mohair fabric, painted wood.
Sofa:30 5/8 x 94 x 54 1/4 in. (77.8 x 238.8 x 137.8 cm)
Each armchair: 27 1/2 x 38 1/2 x 37 3/4 in. (69.9 x 97.8 x 95.9 cm)
Underside of one armchair with plastic label printed JEAN ROYÈRE and
second chair with remnants of plastic label.
Estimate $500,000-700,000
provenance
Galerie Downtown François Lafanour, Paris
Acquired from the above by the present owner, 2000
literature
“La Résidence Française,” Art et Industrie, no. 8, June 1947, p. 20
“Aménagements ofciels et installations privées par Jean Royére,”
Mobilier Décoration, Paris, no. pp. 22-23
Jean Royère: Décorateur à Paris, exh. cat., Musée des Arts Décoratifs,
Paris, 1999, throughout
Jean Royère, exh. cat., Galerie Jacques Lacoste, Paris, 1999, pp. 24, 40,
60-63, 82-85, 95
Pierre-Emmanuel Martin-Vivier, Jean Royère, Paris, 2002, throughout
Galerie Jacques Lacoste and Galerie Patrick Seguin, Jean Royère,
Volume 1, Paris, 2012, throughout
Galerie Jacques Lacoste and Galerie Patrick Seguin, Jean Royère,
Volume 2, Paris, 2012, pp. 6, 42-43, 46-47, 82-83
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27
Alberto GiAcometti 1901-1966
“Star” foor lamp, designed circa 1936, cast from 1962
Patinated bronze, paper shade.
58 1/2 in. (148.6 cm) height of cast, 71 3/4 in. (182.2 cm) overall height
Cast by Diego Giacometti, France. Base impressed with DIEGO DG.
Estimate $100,000-150,000
provenance
Camard, Paris, “Sculptures Tableaux Moderne,” June 15, 2005, lot 74
Acquired from the above by the present owner
literature
Michel Butor, Diego Giacometti, Paris, 1985, p. 142
Françoise Francisi, Diego Giacometti: Catalogue de l’oeuvre, Vol. 1, Paris,
1986, p. 31
Daniel Marchesseau, Diego Giacometti, Paris, 1986, p. 11
François Baudot, Diego Giacometti, Paris, 1998, p. 42
Christian Boutonnet and Rafael Ortiz, Diego Giacometti, Paris, 2003, p. 38
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28
Balkrishna Doshi and le CorBusier b. 1927, 1887-1965
Unique and monumental “Managing Committee Table,” model no.
LC-AH-01-A, from the Managing Committee Room of the Mill Owners’
Association Building, Ahmedabad, 1953-1954
Teak-veneered wood.
30 x 186 1/2 x 68 in. (76.2 x 473.7 x 172.7 cm)
One support painted with M.O.A.5 and A.T.M.A. 209.
Estimate $300,000-400,000
provenance
Mill Owners’ Association Building, Ahmedabad, India
Robert Rubin, New York
Sotheby’s, New York, “Équipment Intérieur: A Private Collection,”
December 18, 2004, lot 551
Acquired from the above by the present owner
literature
Willy Boesiger, ed., Le Corbusier et Pierre Jeanneret, Œuvre Complète,
Volume 2 • 1952-57, New York, 1990, p. 149 for the drawing
Eric Touchaleaume and Gerald Moreau, Le Corbusier, Pierre Jeanneret:
L’Aventure Indienne / The Indian Adventure – Design-Art-Architecture,
Paris, 2010, illustrated pp. 478-80, 606
The present unique conference table appeared in the “Managing
Committee Room” of Le Corbusier’s Palais des Filateurs. Otherwise known
as the Mill Owners’ Association Building, this Ahmedabad commission was
a favorite of Le Corbusier’s, considering his warm relationship with the
prominent members of the Association.
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“Every time [Le Corbusier] drew, he would speak about how
people live. It had nothing to do with a machine for living;
it was a celebration of life.” BALKRISHNA DOSHI

Floorplan, Mill Owners’ Association Building, Ahmedabad illustrating the present lot in the Managing Committee Room at top lef.
© F.L.C. / ADAGP, Paris / Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York 2014.
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Pierre Jeanneret 1896-1967
Set of eight armchairs, model no. PJ-AH-09-A, from the the Mill Owner’s
Association Building, Ahmedabad, India, 1953-1954
Teak, cane.
33 3/4 x 21 1/2 x 25 in. (85.7 x 54.6 x 63.5 cm)
Seven of the chairs respectively painted with M.O.A. 7, M.O.A.11,
M.O.A.22, M.O.A.52, M.O.A.75, M.O.A.90, and M.O.A.98.
Estimate $80,000-120,000
provenance
Robert Rubin, New York
Sotheby’s, New York, “Équipment Intérieur: A Private Collection,”
December 18, 2004, lot 539
Acquired from the above by the present owner
literature
Eric Touchaleaume and Gerald Moreau, Le Corbusier, Pierre Jeanneret: The
Indian Adventure – Design-Art-Architecture, Paris, 2010, p. 608
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30
Isamu NoguchI 1904-1988
“Rudder” stool, model no. IN-22, circa 1944
Birch-laminated plywood, ash, aluminum, chromium-plated
tubular metal, rubber.
17 5/8 x 14 x 18 3/8 in. (44.8 x 35.6 x 46.7 cm)
Manufactured by The Herman Miller Furniture Company, USA.
Underside with partially legible inscription IN/22 in black crayon.
Estimate $18,000-22,000
provenance
Wright, Chicago, “Modernist 20th Century,” June 6, 2004, lot 352
Acquired from the above by the present owner
literature
The Herman Miller Collection, sales catalogue, 1949, p. 55
“Free form for Furniture”, Architectural forum, April 1949, p. 212
“Mobili dall’America,” Domus, no. 236, May 1949, p. 39
Nancy Grove and Diane Botnick, The Sculpture of Isamu Noguchi, 1924–
1979: A Catalogue, New York, 1980, p. 146, cat. no. 806
Alexander von Vegesack, et al., eds., Isamu Noguchi, Sculptural Design,
exh. cat., Vitra Design Museum, Weil am Rhein, 2001, pp. 121, 275
Larry List, ed., The Imagery of Chess, exh. cat., The Isamu Noguchi
Foundation and Garden Museum, New York, 2005, cover, pp. vi, 129
Garrett White, Genevieve Cortinovis and Amanda Thorpe, Isamu Noguchi
and Isamu Kenmochi, New York, 2007, pp. 60-61
Michael Webb, Modernist Paradise, Niemeyer House/Boyd Collection,
New York, 2007, pp. 68-69, pp. 148-49, 180-81
Phillips would like to thank The Isamu Noguchi Foundation and Garden
Museum, New York, for their assistance cataloguing the present lot.

Isamu Noguchi, Dining Table and Chairs, 1949-1950. © 2014 The Isamu Noguchi
Foundation and Garden Museum, New York / Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York.
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GUIDE FOR PROSPECTIVE BUYERS
BUYING AT AUCTION
The following pages are designed to ofer you information on how to buy at auction at
Phillips. Our staf will be happy to assist you.
CONDITIONS OF SALE
The Conditions of Sale and Authorship Warranty which appear later in this catalogue
govern the auction. Bidders are strongly encouraged to read them as they outline the
legal relationship among Phillips, the seller and the buyer and describe the terms upon
which property is bought at auction. Please be advised that Phillips generally acts as
agent for the seller.
BUYER’S PREMIUM
Phillips charges the successful bidder a commission, or buyer’s premium, on the hammer
price of each lot sold. The buyer’s premium is payable by the buyer as part of the total
purchase price at the following rates: 25% of the hammer price up to and including
$100,000, 20% of the portion of the hammer price above $100,000 up to and including
$2,000,000 and 12% of the portion of the hammer price above $2,000,000.
1 PRIOR TO AUCTION
Catalogue Subscriptions
If you would like to purchase a catalogue for this auction or any other Phillips sale, please
contact us at +1 212 940 1240 or +44 20 7318 4010.
Pre-Sale Estimates
Pre-sale estimates are intended as a guide for prospective buyers. Any bid within the
high and low estimate range should, in our opinion, ofer a chance of success. However,
many lots achieve prices below or above the pre-sale estimates. Where “Estimate on
Request” appears, please contact the specialist department for further information. It
is advisable to contact us closer to the time of the auction as estimates can be subject to
revision. Pre-sale estimates do not include the buyer’s premium or any applicable taxes.
Pre-Sale Estimates in Pounds Sterling and Euros
Although the sale is conducted in US dollars, the pre-sale estimates in the auction
catalogues may also be printed in pounds sterling and/or euros. Since the exchange rate
is that at the time of catalogue production and not at the date of auction, you should
treat estimates in pounds sterling or euros as a guide only.
Catalogue Entries
Phillips may print in the catalogue entry the history of ownership of a work of art, as well
as the exhibition history of the property and references to the work in art publications.
While we are careful in the cataloguing process, provenance, exhibition and literature
references may not be exhaustive and in some cases we may intentionally refrain
from disclosing the identity of previous owners. Please note that all dimensions of the
property set forth in the catalogue entry are approximate.

Symbol Key
The following key explains the symbols you may see inside this catalogue.
O Guaranteed Property
The seller of lots with this symbol has been guaranteed a minimum price. The guarantee
may be provided by Phillips, by a third party or jointly by us and a third party. When a third
party has fnanced all or part of our fnancial interest in a lot, it assumes all or part of the
risk that the lot will not be sold and will be remunerated accordingly. The third party may
bid on the guaranteed lot during the auction. If the third party is the successful bidder, the
remuneration may be netted against the fnal purchase price. If the lot is not sold, the third
party may incur a loss.
∆ Property in Which Phillips Has an Ownership Interest
Lots with this symbol indicate that Phillips owns the lot in whole or in part or has an
economic interest in the lot equivalent to an ownership interest.

•

No Reserve
Unless indicated by a •, all lots in this catalogue are ofered subject to a reserve. A reserve
is the confdential value established between Phillips and the seller and below which a
lot may not be sold. The reserve for each lot is generally set at a percentage of the low
estimate and will not exceed the low pre-sale estimate.

∑ Endangered Species

Lots with this symbol have been identifed at the time of cataloguing as containing
endangered or other protected species of wildlife which may be subject to restrictions
regarding export or import and which may require permits for export as well as import.
Please refer to Paragraph 4 of the Guide for Prospective Buyers and Paragraph 11 of the
Conditions of Sale.
2 BIDDING IN THE SALE
Bidding at Auction
Bids may be executed during the auction in person by paddle, by telephone, online or
prior to the sale in writing by absentee bid. Proof of identity in the form of government
issued identifcation will be required, as will an original signature. We may also require
that you furnish us with a bank reference.
Bidding in Person
To bid in person, you will need to register for and collect a paddle before the auction
begins. New clients are encouraged to register at least 48 hours in advance of a sale to
allow sufcient time for us to process your information. All lots sold will be invoiced to
the name and address to which the paddle has been registered and invoices cannot be
transferred to other names and addresses. Please do not misplace your paddle. In the
event you lose it, inform a Phillips staf member immediately. At the end of the auction,
please return your paddle to the registration desk.

Condition of Lots
Our catalogues include references to condition only in the descriptions of multiple works
(e.g., prints). Such references, though, do not amount to a full description of condition.
The absence of reference to the condition of a lot in the catalogue entry does not imply
that the lot is free from faults or imperfections. Solely as a convenience to clients, Phillips
may provide condition reports. In preparing such reports, our specialists assess the
condition in a manner appropriate to the estimated value of the property and the nature
of the auction in which it is included. While condition reports are prepared honestly and
carefully, our staf are not professional restorers or trained conservators. We therefore
encourage all prospective buyers to inspect the property at the pre-sale exhibitions and
recommend, particularly in the case of any lot of signifcant value, that you retain your
own restorer or professional advisor to report to you on the property’s condition prior to
bidding. Any prospective buyer of photographs or prints should always request a
condition report because all such property is sold unframed, unless otherwise indicated
in the condition report. If a lot is sold framed, Phillips accepts no liability for the condition
of the frame. If we sell any lot unframed, we will be pleased to refer the purchaser to a
professional framer.

Bidding by Telephone
If you cannot attend the auction, you may bid live on the telephone with one of our multilingual staf members. This service must be arranged at least 24 hours in advance of the
sale and is available for lots whose low pre-sale estimate is at least $1,000. Telephone
bids may be recorded. By bidding on the telephone, you consent to the recording of your
conversation. We suggest that you leave a maximum bid, excluding the buyer’s premium
and any applicable taxes, which we can execute on your behalf in the event we are unable
to reach you by telephone.

Pre-Auction Viewing
Pre-auction viewings are open to the public and free of charge. Our specialists are
available to give advice and condition reports at viewings or by appointment.

Absentee Bids
If you are unable to attend the auction and cannot participate by telephone, Phillips will
be happy to execute written bids on your behalf. A bidding form can be found at the back
of this catalogue. This service is free and confdential. Bids must be placed in the currency
of the sale. Our staf will attempt to execute an absentee bid at the lowest possible
price taking into account the reserve and other bidders. Always indicate a maximum
bid, excluding the buyer’s premium and any applicable taxes. Unlimited bids will not be
accepted. Any absentee bid must be received at least 24 hours in advance of the sale. In
the event of identical bids, the earliest bid received will take precedence.

Electrical and Mechanical Lots
All lots with electrical and/or mechanical features are sold on the basis of their decorative
value only and should not be assumed to be operative. It is essential that, prior to any
intended use, the electrical system is verifed and approved by a qualifed electrician.
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Online Bidding
If you cannot attend the auction in person, you may bid online on our online live bidding
platform available on our website at www.phillips.com (Flash plugin is required). You
must pre-register by clicking on ‘Buy’ in the drop-down menu under the ‘Buy and Sell’
button on the Home Page, then click on ‘pre-register’ under ‘ONLINE LIVE BIDDING.’ You
must pre-register at least 24 hours before the start of the auction in order to be approved
by our bid department. Please note that corporate frewalls may cause difculties for
online bidders.
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Employee Bidding
Employees of Phillips and our afliated companies, including the auctioneer, may bid at the
auction by placing absentee bids so long as they do not know the reserve when submitting
their absentee bids and otherwise comply with our employee bidding procedures.
Bidding Increments
Bidding generally opens below the low estimate and advances in increments of up to
10%, subject to the auctioneer’s discretion. Absentee bids that do not conform to the
increments set below may be lowered to the next bidding increment.
$50 to $1,000
$1,000 to $2,000
$2,000 to $3,000
$3,000 to $5,000
$5,000 to $10,000
$10,000 to $20,000
$20,000 to $30,000
$30,000 to $50,000
$50,000 to $100,000
$100,000 to $200,000
above $200,000

by $50s
by $100s
by $200s
by $200s, 500, 800 (i.e., $4,200, 4,500, 4,800)
by $500s
by $1,000s
by $2,000s
by $2,000s, 5,000, 8,000
by $5,000s
by $10,000s
auctioneer’s discretion

The auctioneer may vary the increments during the course of the auction at his or her
own discretion.
3 THE AUCTION
Conditions of Sale
As noted above, the auction is governed by the Conditions of Sale and Authorship
Warranty. All prospective bidders should read them carefully. They may be amended by
saleroom addendum or auctioneer’s announcement.
Interested Parties Announcement
In situations where a person allowed to bid on a lot has a direct or indirect interest in such
lot, such as the benefciary or executor of an estate selling the lot, a joint owner of the
lot or a party providing or participating in a guarantee on the lot, Phillips will make an
announcement in the saleroom that interested parties may bid on the lot.

Loss or Damage
Buyers are reminded that Phillips accepts liability for loss or damage to lots for a
maximum of seven days following the auction.
Transport and Shipping
As a free service for buyers, Phillips will wrap purchased lots for hand carry only. We
will, at the buyer’s expense, either provide packing, handling and shipping services
or coordinate with shipping agents instructed by the buyer in order to facilitate such
services for property purchased at Phillips. Please refer to Paragraph 7 of the Conditions
of Sale for more information.
Export and Import Licenses
Before bidding for any property, prospective bidders are advised to make independent
inquiries as to whether a license is required to export the property from the United States
or to import it into another country. It is the buyer’s sole responsibility to comply with all
import and export laws and to obtain any necessary licenses or permits. The denial of any
required license or permit or any delay in obtaining such documentation will not justify
the cancellation of the sale or any delay in making full payment for the lot.
Endangered Species
Items made of or incorporating plant or animal material, such as coral, crocodile,
ivory, whalebone, rhinoceros horn or tortoiseshell, irrespective of age, percentage or
value, may require a license or certifcate prior to exportation and additional licenses
or certifcates upon importation to any foreign country. Please note that the ability to
obtain an export license or certifcate does not ensure the ability to obtain an import
license or certifcate in another country, and vice versa. We suggest that prospective
bidders check with their own government regarding wildlife import requirements prior
to placing a bid. It is the buyer’s sole responsibility to obtain any necessary export or
import licenses or certifcates as well as any other required documentation. The denial of
any required license or certifcate or any delay in obtaining such documentation will not
justify the cancellation of the sale or any delay in making full payment for the lot. Please
note that lots containing potentially regulated plant or animal material are marked as a
convenience to our clients, but Phillips does not accept liability for errors or for failing to
mark lots containing protected or regulated species.

Consecutive and Responsive Bidding; No Reserve Lots
The auctioneer may open the bidding on any lot by placing a bid on behalf of the seller.
The auctioneer may further bid on behalf of the seller up to the amount of the reserve by
placing consecutive bids or bids in response to other bidders. If a lot is ofered without
reserve, unless there are already competing absentee bids, the auctioneer will generally
open the bidding at 50% of the lot’s low pre-sale estimate. In the absence of a bid at
that level, the auctioneer will proceed backwards at his or her discretion until a bid is
recognized and will then advance the bidding from that amount. Absentee bids on no
reserve lots will, in the absence of a higher bid, be executed at approximately 50% of the
low pre-sale estimate or at the amount of the bid if it is less than 50% of the low pre-sale
estimate. If there is no bid whatsoever on a no reserve lot, the auctioneer may deem
such lot unsold.
4 AFTER THE AUCTION
Payment
Buyers are required to pay for purchases immediately following the auction unless other
arrangements are agreed with Phillips in writing in advance of the sale. Payment must
be made in US dollars either by cash, check drawn on a US bank or wire transfer, as noted
in Paragraph 6 of the Conditions of Sale. It is our corporate policy not to make or accept
single or multiple payments in cash or cash equivalents in excess of US$10,000.
Credit Cards
As a courtesy to clients, Phillips will accept American Express, Visa and Mastercard to
pay for invoices of $100,000 or less. A processing fee will apply.
Collection
It is our policy to request proof of identity on collection of a lot. A lot will be released to
the buyer or the buyer’s authorized representative when Phillips has received full and
cleared payment and we are not owed any other amount by the buyer. Promptly afer the
auction, we will transfer all lots to our warehouse located at 29-09 37th Avenue in Long
Island City, Queens, New York. All purchased lots should be collected at this location
during our regular weekday business hours. As a courtesy to clients, we will upon request
transfer purchased lots suitable for hand carry back to our premises at 450 Park Avenue,
New York, New York for collection within 30 days following the date of the auction. We
will levy removal, interest, storage and handling charges on uncollected lots.
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CONDITIONS OF SALE
The Conditions of Sale and Authorship Warranty set forth below govern the relationship
between bidders and buyers, on the one hand, and Phillips and sellers, on the other hand.
All prospective buyers should read these Conditions of Sale and Authorship Warranty
carefully before bidding.
1 INTRODUCTION
Each lot in this catalogue is ofered for sale and sold subject to: (a) the Conditions of Sale
and Authorship Warranty; (b) additional notices and terms printed in other places in
this catalogue, including the Guide for Prospective Buyers, and (c) supplements to this
catalogue or other written material posted by Phillips in the saleroom, in each case as
amended by any addendum or announcement by the auctioneer prior to the auction.
By bidding at the auction, whether in person, through an agent, by written bid, by
telephone bid or other means, bidders and buyers agree to be bound by these Conditions
of Sale, as so changed or supplemented, and Authorship Warranty.
These Conditions of Sale, as so changed or supplemented, and Authorship Warranty
contain all the terms on which Phillips and the seller contract with the buyer.
2 PHILLIPS AS AGENT
Phillips acts as an agent for the seller, unless otherwise indicated in this catalogue or at
the time of auction. On occasion, Phillips may own a lot directly, in which case we will act
in a principal capacity as a consignor, or a company afliated with Phillips may own a lot,
in which case we will act as agent for that company, or Phillips or an afliated company
may have a legal, benefcial or fnancial interest in a lot as a secured creditor
or otherwise.
3 CATALOGUE DESCRIPTIONS AND CONDITION OF PROPERTY
Lots are sold subject to the Authorship Warranty, as described in the catalogue (unless
such description is changed or supplemented, as provided in Paragraph 1 above) and in
the condition that they are in at the time of the sale on the following basis.
(a) The knowledge of Phillips in relation to each lot is partially dependent on information
provided to us by the seller, and Phillips is not able to and does not carry out exhaustive
due diligence on each lot. Prospective buyers acknowledge this fact and accept
responsibility for carrying out inspections and investigations to satisfy themselves
as to the lots in which they may be interested. Notwithstanding the foregoing, we
shall exercise such reasonable care when making express statements in catalogue
descriptions or condition reports as is consistent with our role as auctioneer of lots in
this sale and in light of (i) the information provided to us by the seller, (ii) scholarship and
technical knowledge and (iii) the generally accepted opinions of relevant experts, in each
case at the time any such express statement is made.
(b) Each lot ofered for sale at Phillips is available for inspection by prospective
buyers prior to the auction. Phillips accepts bids on lots on the basis that bidders (and
independent experts on their behalf, to the extent appropriate given the nature and
value of the lot and the bidder’s own expertise) have fully inspected the lot prior to
bidding and have satisfed themselves as to both the condition of the lot and the accuracy
of its description.
(c) Prospective buyers acknowledge that many lots are of an age and type which
means that they are not in perfect condition. As a courtesy to clients, Phillips may
prepare and provide condition reports to assist prospective buyers when they are
inspecting lots. Catalogue descriptions and condition reports may make reference
to particular imperfections of a lot, but bidders should note that lots may have other
faults not expressly referred to in the catalogue or condition report. All dimensions are
approximate. Illustrations are for identifcation purposes only and cannot be used as
precise indications of size or to convey full information as to the actual condition of lots.
(d) Information provided to prospective buyers in respect of any lot, including any
pre-sale estimate, whether written or oral, and information in any catalogue, condition
or other report, commentary or valuation, is not a representation of fact but rather a
statement of opinion held by Phillips. Any pre-sale estimate may not be relied on as a
prediction of the selling price or value of the lot and may be revised from time to time
by Phillips in our absolute discretion. Neither Phillips nor any of our afliated companies
shall be liable for any diference between the pre-sale estimates for any lot and the actual
price achieved at auction or upon resale.
4 BIDDING AT AUCTION
(a) Phillips has absolute discretion to refuse admission to the auction or participation
in the sale. All bidders must register for a paddle prior to bidding, supplying such
information and references as required by Phillips.
(b) As a convenience to bidders who cannot attend the auction in person, Phillips may, if
so instructed by the bidder, execute written absentee bids on a bidder’s behalf. Absentee
bidders are required to submit bids on the Absentee Bid Form, a copy of which is printed
in this catalogue or otherwise available from Phillips. Bids must be placed in the currency
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of the sale. The bidder must clearly indicate the maximum amount he or she intends to
bid, excluding the buyer’s premium and any applicable sales or use taxes. The auctioneer
will not accept an instruction to execute an absentee bid which does not indicate such
maximum bid. Our staf will attempt to execute an absentee bid at the lowest possible
price taking into account the reserve and other bidders. Any absentee bid must be
received at least 24 hours in advance of the sale. In the event of identical bids, the earliest
bid received will take precedence.
(c) Telephone bidders are required to submit bids on the Telephone Bid Form, a copy of
which is printed in this catalogue or otherwise available from Phillips. Telephone bidding
is available for lots whose low pre-sale estimate is at least $1,000. Phillips reserves the
right to require written confrmation of a successful bid from a telephone bidder by fax or
otherwise immediately afer such bid is accepted by the auctioneer. Telephone bids may
be recorded and, by bidding on the telephone, a bidder consents to the recording of the
conversation.
(d) Bidders may participate in an auction by bidding online through Phillips’s online live
bidding platform available on our website at www.phillips.com. To bid online, bidders
must register online at least 24 hours before the start of the auction. Online bidding
is subject to approval by Phillips’s bid department in our sole discretion. As noted in
Paragraph 3 above, Phillips encourages online bidders to inspect prior to the auction
any lot(s) on which they may bid, and condition reports are available upon request.
Bidding in a live auction can progress quickly. To ensure that online bidders are not
placed at a disadvantage when bidding against bidders in the room or on the telephone,
the procedure for placing bids through Phillips’s online bidding platform is a one-step
process. By clicking the bid button on the computer screen, a bidder submits a bid.
Online bidders acknowledge and agree that bids so submitted are fnal and may not
under any circumstances be amended or retracted. During a live auction, when bids other
than online bids are placed, they will be displayed on the online bidder’s computer screen
as ‘foor,’ ‘phone’ or ‘paddle no’ bids. ‘Floor’ bids include bids made by the auctioneer
to protect the reserve. In the event that an online bid and a ‘foor’ or ‘phone’ bid are
identical, the ‘foor’ or ‘phone’ bid will take precedence. The next bidding increment is
shown for the convenience of online bidders under the bid button. The bidding increment
available to online bidders may vary from the next bid actually taken by the auctioneer,
as the auctioneer may deviate from Phillips’s standard increments at any time at his or
her discretion, but an online bidder may only place a bid in a whole bidding increment.
Phillips’s bidding increments are published in the Guide for Prospective Buyers.
(e) When making a bid, whether in person, by absentee bid, on the telephone or online,
a bidder accepts personal liability to pay the purchase price, as described more fully
in Paragraph 6 (a) below, plus all other applicable charges unless it has been explicitly
agreed in writing with Phillips before the commencement of the auction that the bidder
is acting as agent on behalf of an identifed third party acceptable to Phillips and that we
will only look to the principal for such payment.
(f) By participating in the auction, whether in person, by absentee bid, on the telephone
or online, each prospective buyer represents and warrants that any bids placed by such
person, or on such person’s behalf, are not the product of any collusive or other anticompetitive agreement and are otherwise consistent with federal and state antitrust law.
(g) Arranging absentee, telephone and online bids is a free service provided by Phillips
to prospective buyers. While we undertake to exercise reasonable care in undertaking
such activity, we cannot accept liability for failure to execute such bids except where such
failure is caused by our willful misconduct.
(h) Employees of Phillips and our afliated companies, including the auctioneer, may bid
at the auction by placing absentee bids so long as they do not know the reserve when
submitting their absentee bids and otherwise comply with our employee bidding procedures.
5 CONDUCT OF THE AUCTION
(a) Unless otherwise indicated by the symbol •, each lot is ofered subject to a reserve,
which is the confdential minimum selling price agreed by Phillips with the seller. The
reserve will not exceed the low pre-sale estimate at the time of the auction.
(b) The auctioneer has discretion at any time to refuse any bid, withdraw any lot, re-ofer
a lot for sale (including afer the fall of the hammer) if he or she believes there may be
error or dispute and take such other action as he or she deems reasonably appropriate.
Phillips shall have no liability whatsoever for any such action taken by the auctioneer. If
any dispute arises afer the sale, our sale record is conclusive. The auctioneer may accept
bids made by a company afliated with Phillips provided that the bidder does not know
the reserve placed on the lot.
(c) The auctioneer will commence and advance the bidding at levels and in increments he
or she considers appropriate. In order to protect the reserve on any lot, the auctioneer
may place one or more bids on behalf of the seller up to the reserve without indicating he
or she is doing so, either by placing consecutive bids or bids in response to other bidders.
If a lot is ofered without reserve, unless there are already competing absentee bids,
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the auctioneer will generally open the bidding at 50% of the lot’s low pre-sale estimate.
In the absence of a bid at that level, the auctioneer will proceed backwards at his or her
discretion until a bid is recognized and will then advance the bidding from that amount.
Absentee bids on no reserve lots will, in the absence of a higher bid, be executed at
approximately 50% of the low pre-sale estimate or at the amount of the bid if it is less
than 50% of the low pre-sale estimate. If there is no bid whatsoever on a no reserve lot,
the auctioneer may deem such lot unsold.
(d) The sale will be conducted in US dollars and payment is due in US dollars. For the
beneft of international clients, pre-sale estimates in the auction catalogue may be
shown in pounds sterling and/or euros and, if so, will refect approximate exchange rates.
Accordingly, estimates in pounds sterling or euros should be treated only as a guide.
(e) Subject to the auctioneer’s reasonable discretion, the highest bidder accepted by the
auctioneer will be the buyer and the striking of the hammer marks the acceptance of the
highest bid and the conclusion of a contract for sale between the seller and the buyer.
Risk and responsibility for the lot passes to the buyer as set forth in Paragraph 7 below.
(f) If a lot is not sold, the auctioneer will announce that it has been “passed,”
“withdrawn,” “returned to owner” or “bought-in.”
(g) Any post-auction sale of lots ofered at auction shall incorporate these Conditions of
Sale and Authorship Warranty as if sold in the auction.
6 PURCHASE PRICE AND PAYMENT
(a) The buyer agrees to pay us, in addition to the hammer price of the lot, the buyer’s
premium and any applicable sales tax (the “Purchase Price”). The buyer’s premium
is 25% of the hammer price up to and including $100,000, 20% of the portion of the
hammer price above $100,000 up to and including $2,000,000 and 12% of the portion
of the hammer price above $2,000,000. Phillips reserves the right to pay from our
compensation an introductory commission to one or more third parties for assisting in
the sale of property ofered and sold at auction.

7 COLLECTION OF PROPERTY
(a) Phillips will not release a lot to the buyer until we have received payment of its
Purchase Price in full in cleared funds, the buyer has paid all outstanding amounts due
to Phillips or any of our afliated companies, including any charges payable pursuant
to Paragraph 8 (a) below, and the buyer has satisfed such other terms as we in our sole
discretion shall require, including completing any anti-money laundering or anti-terrorism
fnancing checks. As soon as a buyer has satisfed all of the foregoing conditions, he or she
should contact our Shipping Department at +1 212 940 1372 or +1 212 940 1373 to arrange
for collection of purchased property.
(b) The buyer must arrange for collection of a purchased lot within seven days of the
date of the auction. Promptly afer the auction, we will transfer all lots to our warehouse
located at 29-09 37th Avenue in Long Island City, Queens, New York. All purchased lots
should be collected at this location during our regular weekday business hours. As a
courtesy to clients, Phillips will upon request transfer on a bi-weekly basis purchased
lots suitable for hand-carry back to our premises at 450 Park Avenue, New York, New
York for collection within 30 days following the date of the auction. Purchased lots are
at the buyer’s risk, including the responsibility for insurance, from the earlier to occur of
(i) the date of collection or (ii) seven days afer the auction. Until risk passes, Phillips will
compensate the buyer for any loss or damage to a purchased lot up to a maximum of the
Purchase Price paid, subject to our usual exclusions for loss or damage to property.
(c) As a courtesy to clients, Phillips will, without charge, wrap purchased lots for handcarry only. We will, at the buyer’s expense, either provide packing, handling, insurance
and shipping services or coordinate with shipping agents instructed by the buyer in order
to facilitate such services for property bought at Phillips. Any such instruction, whether
or not made at our recommendation, is entirely at the buyer’s risk and responsibility, and
we will not be liable for acts or omissions of third party packers or shippers. Third party
shippers should contact us by telephone at +1 212 940 1376 or by fax at +1 212 924 6477 at
least 24 hours in advance of collection in order to schedule pickup.
(d) Phillips will require presentation of government issued identifcation prior to release of
a lot to the buyer or the buyer’s authorized representative.

(b) Sales tax, use tax and excise and other taxes are payable in accordance with
applicable law. All prices, fees, charges and expenses set out in these Conditions of Sale
are quoted exclusive of applicable taxes. Phillips will only accept valid resale certifcates
from US dealers as proof of exemption from sales tax. All foreign buyers should contact
the Client Accounting Department about tax matters.

8 FAILURE TO COLLECT PURCHASES
(a) If the buyer pays the Purchase Price but fails to collect a purchased lot within 30 days of
the auction, the buyer will incur a late collection fee of $10 per day for each uncollected lot.
Additional charges may apply to oversized lots. We will not release purchased lots to the
buyer until all such charges have been paid in full.

(c) Unless otherwise agreed, a buyer is required to pay for a purchased lot immediately
following the auction regardless of any intention to obtain an export or import license
or other permit for such lot. Payments must be made by the invoiced party in US dollars
either by cash, check drawn on a US bank or wire transfer, as follows:

(b) If a purchased lot is paid for but not collected within six months of the auction, the
buyer authorizes Phillips, upon notice, to arrange a resale of the item by auction or private
sale, with estimates and a reserve set at Phillips’s reasonable discretion. The proceeds of
such sale will be applied to pay for storage charges and any other outstanding costs and
expenses owed by the buyer to Phillips or our afliated companies and the remainder will
be forfeited unless collected by the buyer within two years of the original auction.

(i) Phillips will accept payment in cash provided that the total amount paid in cash or
cash equivalents does not exceed US$10,000. Buyers paying in cash should do so in
person at our Client Accounting Desk at 450 Park Avenue during regular weekday
business hours.
(ii) Personal checks and banker’s drafs are accepted if drawn on a US bank and the
buyer provides to us acceptable government issued identifcation. Checks and banker’s
drafs should be made payable to “Phillips.” If payment is sent by mail, please send the
check or banker’s draf to the attention of the Client Accounting Department at 450
Park Avenue, New York, NY 10022 and make sure that the sale and lot number is written
on the check. Checks or banker’s drafs drawn by third parties will not be accepted.
(iii) Payment by wire transfer may be sent directly to Phillips. Bank transfer details:
Citibank
322 West 23rd Street, New York, NY 10011
SWIFT Code: CITIUS33
ABA Routing: 021 000 089
For the account of Phillips
Account no.: 58347736
Please reference the relevant sale and lot number.
(d) As a courtesy to clients, Phillips will accept American Express, Visa and Mastercard to
pay for invoices of $100,000 or less. A processing fee will apply.
(e) Title in a purchased lot will not pass until Phillips has received the Purchase Price for
that lot in cleared funds. Phillips is not obliged to release a lot to the buyer until title in the
lot has passed and appropriate identifcation has been provided, and any earlier release
does not afect the passing of title or the buyer’s unconditional obligation to pay the
Purchase Price.
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9 REMEDIES FOR NON-PAYMENT
(a) Without prejudice to any rights the seller may have, if the buyer without prior
agreement fails to make payment of the Purchase Price for a lot in cleared funds within
seven days of the auction, Phillips may in our sole discretion exercise one or more of the
following remedies: (i) store the lot at Phillips’s premises or elsewhere at the buyer’s sole
risk and expense at the same rates as set forth in Paragraph 8 (a) above; (ii) cancel the sale
of the lot, retaining any partial payment of the Purchase Price as liquidated damages; (iii)
reject future bids from the buyer or render such bids subject to payment of a deposit; (iv)
charge interest at 12% per annum from the date payment became due until the date the
Purchase Price is received in cleared funds; (v) subject to notifcation of the buyer, exercise
a lien over any of the buyer’s property which is in the possession of Phillips and instruct
our afliated companies to exercise a lien over any of the buyer’s property which is in their
possession and, in each case, no earlier than 30 days from the date of such notice, arrange
the sale of such property and apply the proceeds to the amount owed to Phillips or any of
our afliated companies afer the deduction from sale proceeds of our standard vendor’s
commission and all sale-related expenses; (vi) resell the lot by auction or private sale, with
estimates and a reserve set at Phillips reasonable discretion, it being understood that in
the event such resale is for less than the original hammer price and buyer’s premium for
that lot, the buyer will remain liable for the shortfall together with all costs incurred in
such resale; (vii) commence legal proceedings to recover the hammer price and buyer’s
premium for that lot, together with interest and the costs of such proceedings; (viii) set
of the outstanding amount remaining unpaid by the buyer against any amounts which we
or any of our afliated companies may owe the buyer in any other transactions; (ix) release
the name and address of the buyer to the seller to enable the seller to commence legal
proceedings to recover the amounts due and legal costs or (x) take such other action as we
deem necessary or appropriate.
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(b) As security to us for full payment by the buyer of all outstanding amounts due to
Phillips and our afliated companies, Phillips retains, and the buyer grants to us, a
security interest in each lot purchased at auction by the buyer and in any other property
or money of the buyer in, or coming into, our possession or the possession of one of
our afliated companies. We may apply such money or deal with such property as the
Uniform Commercial Code or other applicable law permits a secured creditor to do. In
the event that we exercise a lien over property in our possession because the buyer is
in default to one of our afliated companies, we will so notify the buyer. Our security
interest in any individual lot will terminate upon actual delivery of the lot to the buyer or
the buyer’s agent.
(c) In the event the buyer is in default of payment to any of our afliated companies, the
buyer also irrevocably authorizes Phillips to pledge the buyer’s property in our possession
by actual or constructive delivery to our afliated company as security for the payment of
any outstanding amount due. Phillips will notify the buyer if the buyer’s property has been
delivered to an afliated company by way of pledge.
10 RESCISSION BY PHILLIPS
Phillips shall have the right, but not the obligation, to rescind a sale without notice
to the buyer if we reasonably believe that there is a material breach of the seller’s
representations and warranties or the Authorship Warranty or an adverse claim is made
by a third party. Upon notice of Phillips’s election to rescind the sale, the buyer will
promptly return the lot to Phillips, and we will then refund the Purchase Price paid to
us. As described more fully in Paragraph 13 below, the refund shall constitute the sole
remedy and recourse of the buyer against Phillips and the seller with respect to such
rescinded sale.
11 EXPORT, IMPORT AND ENDANGERED SPECIES LICENSES AND PERMITS
Before bidding for any property, prospective buyers are advised to make their own
inquiries as to whether a license is required to export a lot from the United States or
to import it into another country. Prospective buyers are advised that some countries
prohibit the import of property made of or incorporating plant or animal material, such
as coral, crocodile, ivory, whalebone, rhinoceros horn or tortoiseshell, irrespective of
age, percentage or value. Accordingly, prior to bidding, prospective buyers considering
export of purchased lots should familiarize themselves with relevant export and import
regulations of the countries concerned. It is solely the buyer’s responsibility to comply
with these laws and to obtain any necessary export, import and endangered species
licenses or permits. Failure to obtain a license or permit or delay in so doing will not justify
the cancellation of the sale or any delay in making full payment for the lot. As a courtesy
to clients, Phillips has marked in the catalogue lots containing potentially regulated
plant or animal material, but we do not accept liability for errors or for failing to mark lots
containing protected or regulated species.
12 DATA PROTECTION
(a) In connection with the supply of auction and related services, or as required by law,
Phillips may ask clients to provide personal data. Phillips may take and retain a copy of
government-issued identifcation such as a passport or driver’s license. We will use your
personal data (i) to provide auction and related services; (ii) to enforce these Conditions
of Sale; (iii) to carry out identity and credit checks; (iv) to implement and improve the
management and operations of our business and (v) for other purposes set out in our
Privacy Policy published on the Phillips website at www.phillips.com (the ‘Privacy Policy’)
and available on request by emailing dataprotection@phillips.com. By agreeing to these
Conditions of Sale, you consent to our use of your personal data, including sensitive
personal data, in accordance with the Privacy Policy. The personal data we may collect
and process is listed, and sensitive personal data is defned, in our Privacy Policy. Phillips
may also, from time to time, send you materials about us and our services or other
information which we think you may fnd interesting. If you would prefer not to receive
such information, please email us at dataprotection@phillips.com. Please also email
us at this address to receive information about your personal data or to advise us if the
personal data we hold about you is inaccurate or out of date.
(b) In order to provide our services, we may disclose your personal data to third parties,
including professional advisors, shippers and credit agencies. We will disclose, share
with and transfer your personal data to Phillips’s afliated persons (natural or legal) for
administration, sale and auction related purposes. You expressly consent to such transfer
of your personal data. We will not sell, rent or otherwise transfer any of your personal
data to third parties except as otherwise expressly provided in this Paragraph 12.
(c) Phillips’s premises may be subject to video surveillance and recording. Telephone
calls (e.g., telephone bidding) may also be recorded. We may process that information in
accordance with our Privacy Policy.
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13 LIMITATION OF LIABILITY
(a) Subject to subparagraph (e) below, the total liability of Phillips, our afliated
companies and the seller to the buyer in connection with the sale of a lot shall be limited
to the Purchase Price actually paid by the buyer for the lot.
(b) Except as otherwise provided in this Paragraph 13, none of Phillips, any of our
afliated companies or the seller (i) is liable for any errors or omissions, whether orally
or in writing, in information provided to prospective buyers by Phillips or any of our
afliated companies or (ii) accepts responsibility to any bidder in respect of acts or
omissions, whether negligent or otherwise, by Phillips or any of our afliated companies
in connection with the conduct of the auction or for any other matter relating to the sale
of any lot.
(c) All warranties other than the Authorship Warranty, express or implied, including any
warranty of satisfactory quality and ftness for purpose, are specifcally excluded by
Phillips, our afliated companies and the seller to the fullest extent permitted by law.
(d) Subject to subparagraph (e) below, none of Phillips, any of our afliated companies
or the seller shall be liable to the buyer for any loss or damage beyond the refund of the
Purchase Price referred to in subparagraph (a) above, whether such loss or damage is
characterized as direct, indirect, special, incidental or consequential, or for the payment
of interest on the Purchase Price to the fullest extent permitted by law.
(e) No provision in these Conditions of Sale shall be deemed to exclude or limit the
liability of Phillips or any of our afliated companies to the buyer in respect of any fraud or
fraudulent misrepresentation made by any of us or in respect of death or personal injury
caused by our negligent acts or omissions.
14 COPYRIGHT
The copyright in all images, illustrations and written materials produced by or for Phillips
relating to a lot, including the contents of this catalogue, is and shall remain at all times
the property of Phillips and such images and materials may not be used by the buyer
or any other party without our prior written consent. Phillips and the seller make no
representations or warranties that the buyer of a lot will acquire any copyright or other
reproduction rights in it.
15 GENERAL
(a) These Conditions of Sale, as changed or supplemented as provided in Paragraph
1 above, and Authorship Warranty set out the entire agreement between the parties
with respect to the transactions contemplated herein and supersede all prior and
contemporaneous written, oral or implied understandings, representations and
agreements.
(b) Notices to Phillips shall be in writing and addressed to the department in charge of
the sale, quoting the reference number specifed at the beginning of the sale catalogue.
Notices to clients shall be addressed to the last address notifed by them in writing to
Phillips.
(c) These Conditions of Sale are not assignable by any buyer without our prior written
consent but are binding on the buyer’s successors, assigns and representatives.
(d) Should any provision of these Conditions of Sale be held void, invalid or unenforceable
for any reason, the remaining provisions shall remain in full force and efect. No failure
by any party to exercise, nor any delay in exercising, any right or remedy under these
Conditions of Sale shall act as a waiver or release thereof in whole or in part.
16 LAW AND JURISDICTION
(a) The rights and obligations of the parties with respect to these Conditions of Sale and
Authorship Warranty, the conduct of the auction and any matters related to any of the
foregoing shall be governed by and interpreted in accordance with laws of the State of
New York, excluding its conficts of law rules.
(b) Phillips, all bidders and all sellers agree to the exclusive jurisdiction of the (i) state
courts of the State of New York located in New York City and (ii) the federal courts for the
Southern and Eastern Districts of New York to settle all disputes arising in connection
with all aspects of all matters or transactions to which these Conditions of Sale and
Authorship Warranty relate or apply.
(c) All bidders and sellers irrevocably consent to service of process or any other
documents in connection with proceedings in any court by facsimile transmission,
personal service, delivery by mail or in any other manner permitted by New York law or
the law of the place of service, at the last address of the bidder or seller known to Phillips.
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AUTHORSHIP WARRANTY
Phillips warrants the authorship of property in this auction catalogue described in
headings in BOLD or CAPITALIZED type for a period of fve years from date of sale by
Phillips, subject to the exclusions and limitations set forth below.
(a) Phillips gives this Authorship Warranty only to the original buyer of record (i.e., the
registered successful bidder) of any lot. This Authorship Warranty does not extend to
(i) subsequent owners of the property, including purchasers or recipients by way of gif
from the original buyer, heirs, successors, benefciaries and assigns; (ii) property where
the description in the catalogue states that there is a confict of opinion on the authorship
of the property; (iii) property where our attribution of authorship was on the date of sale
consistent with the generally accepted opinions of specialists, scholars or other experts;
(iv) property whose description or dating is proved inaccurate by means of scientifc
methods or tests not generally accepted for use at the time of the publication of the
catalogue or which were at such time deemed unreasonably expensive or impractical
to use or likely in our reasonable opinion to have caused damage or loss in value to the
lot or (v) there has been no material loss in value of the lot from its value had it been as
described in the heading of the catalogue entry.
(b) In any claim for breach of the Authorship Warranty, Phillips reserves the right, as
a condition to rescinding any sale under this warranty, to require the buyer to provide
to us at the buyer’s expense the written opinions of two recognized experts approved
in advance by Phillips. We shall not be bound by any expert report produced by the
buyer and reserve the right to consult our own experts at our expense. If Phillips agrees
to rescind a sale under the Authorship Warranty, we shall refund to the buyer the
reasonable costs charged by the experts commissioned by the buyer and approved in
advance by us.
(c) Subject to the exclusions set forth in subparagraph (a) above, the buyer may bring
a claim for breach of the Authorship Warranty provided that (i) he or she has notifed
Phillips in writing within three months of receiving any information which causes
the buyer to question the authorship of the lot, specifying the auction in which the
property was included, the lot number in the auction catalogue and the reasons why the
authorship of the lot is being questioned and (ii) the buyer returns the lot to Phillips in the
same condition as at the time of its auction and is able to transfer good and marketable
title in the lot free from any third party claim arising afer the date of the auction. Phillips
has discretion to waive any of the foregoing requirements.
(d) The buyer understands and agrees that the exclusive remedy for any breach of the
Authorship Warranty shall be rescission of the sale and refund of the original Purchase
Price paid. This remedy shall constitute the sole remedy and recourse of the buyer
against Phillips, any of our afliated companies and the seller and is in lieu of any other
remedy available as a matter of law or equity. This means that none of Phillips, any
of our afliated companies or the seller shall be liable for loss or damage beyond the
remedy expressly provided in this Authorship Warranty, whether such loss or damage is
characterized as direct, indirect, special, incidental or consequential, or for the payment
of interest on the original Purchase Price.
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front cover Isamu noguchi, The Goodyear Table, for A. Conger Goodyear, Old Westbury, New York, 1939, lot 12 (detail)
inside front cover Eileen Gray The Maharaja of Indore’s “Transat” chair, from Manik Bagh Palace, 1930, lot 15 (detail)
following pages Josef Hoffmann Side chair, model no. 371, designed for the Kunstschau Wien, Vienna, circa 1908, lot 23 (detail)
Carlo Mollino Important side chair, designed for Carlo Mollino’s office at the Facoltà di Architettura, Politecnico di Torino, 1959, lot 2 (detail)
Jean Prouvé Porthole panel, circa 1950, lot 3 (detail)
Isamu noguchi Rare “Cloud-form” sofa, model no. IN-70, and “Cloud-form” ottoman, model no. IN-71, circa 1948, lot 21 (detail)
Balkrishna Doshi and Le Corbusier Set of five stools, model no. LC-AH-10-A, from the Office of the Secretary General of the Mill Owners’ Association Building, Ahmedabad,
circa 1953, lot 13 (detail)
Carlo Mollino “Tipo B” side chair, designed for Casa Licitra Ponti, Milan, 1950, lot 10 (detail)
opposite title page Eileen Gray, Rare “Aéroplane” ceiling light, circa 1930, lot 19 (detail)
opposite index Alvar Aalto “Aalto” vase, model no. 9750, from the “Eskimoerindens skinnbuxa” sketch series, designed 1936, produced 1937-1949, lot 9 (detail)
following pages Alberto Giacometti “Star” floor lamp, designed circa 1936, cast from 1962, lot 27 (detail)
raymond Subes Bench, from the National City Bank of New York, Paris, circa 1931, lot 22 (detail)
Alvar Aalto Early “Paimio” armchair, model no. 41-83C, circa 1935, lot 7 (detail)
inside back cover Isamu noguchi Rare “Chess Table,” model no. IN-61, circa 1947-1949, lot 20 (detail)
back cover Carlo Mollino Important side chair, designed for Carlo Mollino’s office at the Facoltà di Architettura, Politecnico di Torino, 1959, lot 2
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450 Park Avenue New York 10022
PHILLIPS.COM +1 212 940 1200
bidsnew york@phillips.com

TELEPHONE AND ABSENTEE BID FORM
PLEASE RETURN THIS FORM BY FAX TO +1 212 924 1749 OR EMAIL IT TO BIDSNEWYORK@PHILLIPS.COM
AT LEAST 24 HOURS BEFORE THE SALE. PLEASE READ CAREFULLY THE INFORMATION IN THE RIGHT
COLUMN AND NOTE THAT IT IS IMPORTANT THAT YOU INDICATE WHETHER YOU ARE APPLYING AS AN
INDIVIDUAL OR ON BEHALF OF A COMPANY.
Please select the type of bid you wish to make with this form (please select one):

ABSENTEE BID FORM
TELEPHONE BID FORM

AS A PRIVATE INDIVIDUAL
ON BEHALF OF A COMPANY

Title

• If you cannot attend the sale, we can execute bids
confidentially on your behalf.

Sale Number
First Name

Sale Date

Surname
Account Number

Company (if applicable)
Address

City

State/Country

Phone

Mobile

Email

Fax

• For absentee bids, indicate your maximum limit for each lot,
excluding the buyer’s premium and any applicable sales or
use tax. Your bid will be executed at the lowest price taking
into account the reserve and other bidders. On no reserve
lots, in the absence of other bids, your bid will be executed
at approximately 50% of the low pre-sale estimate or at the
amount specified, if less than 50% of the low estimate.

Phone (for Phone Bidding only)
Brief Description

US $ Limit*

In Consecutive Order

• Phillips charges the successful bidder a commission, or
buyer’s premium, on the hammer price of each lot sold.
The buyer’s premium is payable by the buyer as part of
the total purchase price at the following rates: 25% of
the hammer price up to and including $100,000, 20% of
the portion of the hammer price above $100,000 up to
and including $2,000,000 and 12% of the portion of the
hammer price above $2,000,000 on each lot sold.
• “Buy” or unlimited bids will not be accepted. Alternative bids
can be placed by using the word “OR” between lot numbers.

Zip Code

Lot Number

• COMPANY PURCHASES: If you are buying under
a business entity we require a copy of government-issued
identification (such as a resale certificate, corporate bank
information or the certificate of incorporation) to verify
the status of the company.
• CONDITIONS OF SALE All bids are placed and executed,
and all lots are sold and purchased, subject to the
Conditions of Sale printed in the catalogue. Please read
them carefully before placing a bid. Your attention is
drawn to Paragraph 4 of the Conditions of Sale.

Please indicate in what capacity you will be bidding (please select one):

Sale Title

• PRIVATE PURCHASES: Proof of identity in the form of
government-issued identification will be required.

Absentee Bids Only

• Your bid must be submitted in the currency of the sale and
will be rounded down to the nearest amount consistent
with the auctioneer’s bidding increments.
• If we receive identical bids, the first bid received will take
precedence.
• Arranging absentee and telephone bids is a free service
provided by us to prospective buyers. While we will
exercise reasonable care in undertaking such activity, we
cannot accept liability for errors relating to execution of
your bids except in cases of willful misconduct. Agreement
to bid by telephone must be confirmed by you promptly in
writing or by fax. Telephone bid lines may be recorded.
• Please submit your bids to the Bid Department by fax at
+1 212 924 1749 or scan and email to bidsnewyork@phillips.
com at least 24 hours before the sale. You will receive
confirmation by email within one business day. To reach
the Bid Department by phone please call +1 212 940 1228.

* Excluding Buyer’s Premium and sales or use taxes

FINANCIAL INFORMATION
For your bid to be accepted, we require the following information for our reference only. Please note that you
may be contacted to provide a bank reference:
Credit Card Type

Expiration Date

Credit Card Number
For anyone wishing to bid on lots with a low pre-sale estimate above $10,000, please provide the following
information (for reference only)
Bank Name

Contact

Telephone / Fax

Account Number

Please note that you may be contacted to provide additional bank references.
I hereby authorize the above references to release information to PHILLIPS. Please bid on my behalf up to the limits shown for
the indicated lots without legal obligations to PHILLIPS, its staf or agents; and subject to the Conditions of Sale and Authorship
Warranty printed in the catalogue, additional notices or terms printed in the catalogue and supplements to the catalogue posted
in the salesroom, and in accordance with the above statements and conditions.

Signature

• Absent prior payment arrangements, please provide a
bank reference. Payment can be made by cash (up to
$10,000), credit card (up to $100,000), money order, wire
transfer, bank check or personal check with identification.
Please note that credit cards are subject to a surcharge.
• Lots cannot be collected until payment has cleared and all
charges have been paid.
• By signing this Bid Form, you consent to our use of your
personal data, including sensitive personal data, in
accordance with Phillips’s Privacy Policy published on our
website at www.phillips.com or available on request by
emailing dataprotection@phillips.com. We may send you
materials about us and our services or other information
which we think you may fnd interesting. If you would prefer
not to receive such information, please email us at
dataprotection@phillips.com.
• Phillips’s premises may be subject to video surveillance and
recording. Telephone calls (e.g., telephone bidding) may
also be recorded. We may process that information in
accordance with our Privacy Policy.

Date

I ACCEPT THE CONDITIONS OF SALE OF PHILLIPS AS STATED IN OUR CATALOGUES AND ON OUR WEBSITE.
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IN-PERSON REGISTRATION FORM
TO BID IN PERSON PLEASE SUBMIT THIS FORM BY EMAIL TO BIDSNEWYORK@PHILLIPS.COM
OR FAX AT +1 212 924 1749 FOR PRE-REGISTRATION OR BRING IT TO THE AUCTION FOR
REGISTRATION AT 450 PARK AVENUE, NEW YORK, NY 10022

Paddle Number

Please indicate in what capacity you will be bidding (please select one):

AS A PRIVATE INDIVIDUAL
ON BEHALF OF A COMPANY

Sale Title
Title

• PRIVATE PURCHASES: Proof of identity in the form of
government-issued identification will be required.

Number
First Name

Company (if applicable)

Date

Surname
Account Number

• CONDITIONS OF SALE All bids are placed and executed,
and all lots are sold and purchased, subject to the
Conditions of Sale printed in the catalogue. Please read
them carefully before placing a bid. Your attention is
drawn to Paragraph 4 of the Conditions of Sale.

State/Country

• Phillips charges the successful bidder a commission, or
buyer’s premium, on the hammer price of each lot sold.
The buyer’s premium is payable by the buyer as part of
the total purchase price at the following rates: 25% of
the hammer price up to and including $100,000, 20% of
the portion of the hammer price above $100,000 up to
and including $2,000,000 and 12% of the portion of the
hammer price above $2,000,000 on each lot sold.

Address

City
Post Code
Phone

Mobile

Email

Fax

FINANCIAL INFORMATION
For your bid to be accepted, we require the following information for our reference only.
Please note that you may be contacted to provide a bank reference:
Credit Card Type

Expiration Date

For anyone wishing to bid on lots with a low pre-sale estimate above $10,000, please provide the following
information (for reference only)
Bank Name

Contact

Telephone / Fax

Account Number

• Absent prior payment arrangements, please provide a
bank reference. Payment can be made by cash (up to
$10,000), credit card (up to $100,000), money order, wire
transfer, bank check or personal check with identification.
Please note that credit cards are subject to a surcharge.
• Lots cannot be collected until payment has cleared and all
charges have been paid.

Credit Card Number

Please note that you may be contacted to provide additional bank references.
I hereby authorize the above references to release information to PHILLIPS. I agree that all bids and purchases are subject to the
Conditions of Sale and Authorship Warranty printed in the catalogue, additional notices or terms printed in the catalogue and
supplements to the catalogue posted in the salesroom, and in accordance with the above statements and conditions. I assume all
responsibility for payment for the goods purchased under the assigned paddle. If I am acting as an agent, I agree to be personally
responsible for all purchases made on behalf of my client(s), unless other arrangements are confrmed in writing prior to each auction.

Signature

• COMPANY PURCHASES: If you are buying under
a business entity we require a copy of government-issued
identification (such as a resale certificate, corporate bank
information or the certificate of incorporation) to verify
the status of the company.

• By signing this Bid Form, you consent to our use of your
personal data, including sensitive personal data, in
accordance with Phillips’s Privacy Policy published on our
website at www.phillips.com or available on request by
emailing dataprotection@phillips.com. We may send you
materials about us and our services or other information
which we think you may fnd interesting. If you would
prefer not to receive such information, please email us at
dataprotection@phillips.com.
• Phillips’s premises may be subject to video surveillance and
recording. Telephone calls (e.g., telephone bidding) may
also be recorded. We may process that information in
accordance with our Privacy Policy.

Date

I ACCEPT THE CONDITIONS OF SALE OF PHILLIPS AS STATED IN OUR CATALOGUES AND ON OUR WEBSITE.
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